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Holland City News.
VOL. XYI. NO. 33. HOLLAND, MICK., SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1887. WHOLE NO. 786.
Terms of Subscription
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.76 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
Kates of advertising made known on application.
Yearlj advertisers nave the privilege of three
changes.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge for subscribers.
Er*All advertising' bills collectable Quarterly.
business pfaL.
Farm to Lease.
A house and seventeen acres of land
near Bay View to lease. Inquire at Mrs.
H. Bradshaw’s cottage, Bay View Resort,
or 207 West Lake 8t., Chicago, 111. 83-lt
Special Assessors’ Notice.
City Clerk's Office, Sept. 13, 1887.
To G. J. Van Duren, Johannes Elen-
baas, Mrs. C. C. Gilmore, Edward Vau-
pell, Barteld Slag, Anthony Steketee, Mrs.
H. Hopkins, L. Beeuwkes, Adriaan Veele,
Mary Kollen, L. De Kraker, Bert Book-
man, and City of Holland.
You and each of you are hereby noti-
fied : That a special assessment roll for
the improving, graveling, of South
Cedar Street Special Street Assessment
District, of the City of Holland, Michigan,
has been reported by the Board of Asses-
sors to the Common Council of said city,
and filed in this office, and that the Com-
mon Council has fixed upon Tuesday, the
4th day of October, A. D. 1887, at 7:30
p. m., as the time and place when and
where they will meet with the Board of
Assessors to review said assessment.
By order of the Common Council.
Geo. H. Bipp, City Clerk.
To Rent.
A large convenient cottage, five rooms,
three chambers, pantry, cellar, etc.
everything new, at corner River and 14lh
street. Terms, $0 per month. Inquire of32*2t I. Fairbanks.
Attention.
We have commenced our second annual
clearing out sale, and all our Summer
Goods will be sold at greatly reduced
prices. Call early and secure the best
bargains in Clothing and Gents’ Furnish-
ing Goods ever offared in Holland City.
L. Henderson,
Chicago Clothing House, River St.
Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured in 30 minutes by Wool-
ford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.
This never fails. Sold by Eremers &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 0-6mo9
Buoklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive-
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
A. De Kruif, Zeeland, Mich.
Fair at Grand Rapids next week. Are
you going?
The graveling of Market Street Is
progressing finely.
The time a fellow needs a holiday the
most is the day after he has had one.
Tourists are leaving the country but
will soon return after autumn leaves.
The Sunday mail from Grand Rapids
has been discontinued for this season.
Mr. and Mrs. P. Slooter visited J.
Nyland and family at Grand Haven this
week.
Miss Tilly Van Schelven is visiting
her uncle, Mr. T. Beucus, of Cedar
Springs, this week.
Sewers are being placed under Eighth
street at Market under the direction of the
Street Commissioner.
Wanted.*— To exchange life-zize crayon
portraits of yourselves, or photographs
for wood. Inquire at News office.
John B. Nykerk, tutor in Hope Col-
lege, is laying dangerously 111 at his board-
ing place, the residence of Mrs. H. Vegter.
Mr. Will Breyman,w1io has been con-
fined to the house for some time with
rheumatism, is about again on crutches.
H. Postma, the cigar manufacturer,
called at the News office last Saturday
with a box of “Tasty” cigars, -his latest
bread.
A nice line of Fall Millinery received at
Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co.’s. Also an entire-
ly new line of ladies’ and children’s cloaks.
The cloaks are all custom made, and in
the latest styles. If you want a nice fit be
sure to call there.
Rev. Daniel Van Pelt will preach in
Hope Church next Sabbath morning. He
is a former pastor of the Church and is
always welcome among us.
Fish Market.
I keep on hand all kinds of Fresh and
Salt Fish. Market on River St., opposite
P. Steketee & Co’s Grocery Store.
81 4t L. Pattengell.
The World’s Wonder, a sovereign jewel,
the latest and best stove out, is now on
exhibition at the hardware store of R.
Kanters & Sons. Call and see it.
We are daily receiving our early stock
of Fall Millinery Goods. The stock will
be complete next week.
L. & 8. Van den Berge & Co.
The excursion steamer Macatawa was
sold under a mortgage yesterday to W. A.,
Williams of this place for about $l,0Odg
the face of the mortgage which he held.
Take Ayer’s Pills and be cured. Misery
is a mild word to describe the sufierings
of body and mind, caused by habitual
constipation. A moderate use of Ayer’s
Pills will invariably regulate the bowels.
Mr. A. De Kruif, of Zeeland, sold his
celebrated and promising race horse “Roy.
last Thursday to parties in Minneapolt
for the round sura of $2,000 in hard cas
List of letters remaining in tbe post- tour of Inspection through their store last ing him started off as fast as their legs
office at Holland, Mich., Sept. 15, 1887: Thursday we were astonished at the would carry them and left just $200 in the
Capt. E. Abrahamson, T. Bauer, Mrs. quantity of goods which they have in safe which was within their reach if they
Lmma Flint, Miss Marey Menso, James stock, and those desiring clothing, under- had but ventured in to see the result of
weM. a for cap, or a good felt hat, should tboir work. The store had' been broken
give them a call before buying elsewhere,
H. Powell, Dr. Putman.
J. G. Van Putten, P. M.
^ • *-* -- — i
The Supreme Court of Illinois affirmed and wo feel we you will be satisfied in
the decision of tbe lower court in the an- 60CUrfo8 • 8°^ bargain.
archists’ case last Wednesday and the
seven men now confined in jail at Chica
While in Grand Haven last Monday
we had occasion to step Into the new ah-
into and holes drilled into the safe, filled
with powder, and exploded. The safe
doors were thrown off and the money
which they were after was in >1 small
drawer inside and could have been taken
had the burglars known that they would
not have been pursued at once. Marshal
4
conveniences, not only for Mr. Baar and- 1 -- ---- ----- I — — • • JLSUU* HUU
Seventeen people from Holland and hla force of clerks, but also for the public?
Vaupell was notified and went immediate-
vicinity joined Tuesday’s excursion to Pe-
toskey and other North Michigan resorts.
Included In the party were Mayor Mc-
Bride and wife, H. Boone and wife, C. A.
Dutton and wife, J. C. Post and L. T.
Kanters.
Mr. Baar is always obliging and accom-
modating to |is patrons and those who
have defective land titles which need
straightening out or who; want an abstract
of their property may feel sure|of prompt
and courteous treatment from hlm,;^?^
Prof. Henry Boers and bride arrived
in Holland last Monday and are “at
home” at the residence of Prof. J. J. An-
derson. The happy couple on their ar-
rival here were the recipients of many
handsome presents from their numerous
friends in this section.
Everything is closed up for the season
at Macatawa Park. Tbe Ottawa Beach
hotel still remains open for the accommo-
dation of the late visitors. On Friday the
last excursion for this year visited the
Resorts. It came from Battle Creek, Kal-
amazoo, and other points on the Michigan
Central.
To-day, Saturday, is the last regular
day the steamer Queen of the Lakes will
run on Macatawa Bay this season and
Capt. Johnson announces that tbe steamer
will run a grand farewell excursion this
afternoon at 2 o’clock and he invites the
public and his friends to participate. The
steamer will return at 5:80 giving all a
pleasant trip and a chance to visit the Re-
sorts which have furnished so much pleas-
ure and comfort to a vast multitude this
summer, and returning in time for supper.
Let everybody go on this excursion and
bid the Resorts farewell until next yeaj.
Rev. Daniel iVan Pelt spent some
months in Holland last year and on bis
return delivered a lecture before the
Brooklyn Historical Society, entitled
“Holland; its Golden Age and Present
Aspects.” He has been requested to give
ly to the scene, but could not find any
trace of the would-be robbers. The safe
blowers are evidently members of a gang
who are working this section just at pres-
ent. On Monday night the store of #.
Van den Bosch & Co , of Zeeland, was
entered and a quantity of goods stolen,
and on Saturday night the store of Den
Herder &Tanii, of Vriesland.was burglar*
ized and $18 in money taken. Mri Den
Herder, who lives in the building, knew
nothing of the burglary until morning.
Wednesday Marshal Vaupell arrested
three tramps on suspicion of being impli-
cated in the safe blowing but allowed
them to go as there was not sufficient evi-
dence against them to convict
Fair Notes.
A week from next Tuesday the Fair
will open. Work is progressing finely on
the grounds and everything will be in
readiness in good season.
Mum was the word, but it “leaked”
out. A few of our duck hunters while
out on the Bay this week enjoying their
favorite sport, succeeded in getting a
was fishing on Plasman’s dock secured a
big haul that day. For further particulars
inquire of Messrs. Austin Harrington and
Arthur Husled.
Arrangements are being made to have
“The Great De Boe’’ here during the Fair
and he will entertain the public by an ex
bibition of athletic skill in walking a slac
wire, Introducing several “new acts.”
Our columns are again adorned with a
large advertisement from the enterprising
firm of Meyer, Brouwer & Co., who are
wide awake to the wants of the public and
who have an immense stock of goods
which they are selling at very low prices.
*if you want anything in their line be sure
and give them a call, it will result to your
advantage and we know It.
Hope Church has been kindly tendered
for the purpose. He wishes the lecture to
be free, and he invites all those to be pres-
ent who feel an Interest In the Fatherland
and desire to know what were the im-
pressions made upon him by the land so
dear to many of our citizens. The lecture
will occur In Hope Church ou Friday
evening, Sept. 23, at 7:80 o’clock.
Keller is still making those fine cabinet
photos for $3.00 a dozen. Opposite Newsoffice. 22-tf
To-day is the Centennial Anniversary
of the adoption of the Constitution of the., . ________ __ .. ... . ..... ..
United States and the event is being ap-f ’tJouncll and of the new work contem-
In another column will be found an
rdvertisement of Hope College which
opens for Its twenty-third year next
Wednesday morning at 9 o’clock. We
had hoped to give some facts and
particulars as to the intention of the
Dr. P. W. Schmid, familiarly known
here as Doctor Pete, met with an accident
at White Cloud last Tuesday evening.
In attempting to get off the cars at that
station by way of tbe rear door, and being
somewhat alow in his movements, owing
to rheumatism, he fell just as tbe train
started to “pull out” and broke his arm
propriately celebrated in
Pa.
Philadelphia, Plated for the year in this issue, but will
be obliged to defer it until next week.
Hall’s Hair Renewer makes the hair soft
and glossy, and is a valuable hair dressing.
— — — — —
and taken into the atation where, he says,
he remained all night on the floor without_ _ _ __ medical attention. Wednesday noon he
It is almost a settled fact that next year TnE Brooklyn Park Commission intend w®8 brought to this city, and is at present
a line of boats running from this place to. .*0 erect a ^sfoiitlal 8ea wa]i opposite the at th® home of Mr. R. A. Hunt. Dr. J.. A. Mabba dressed his wounds and reduced
just above the wrist and bruised his hip _ _ _ iu uio 15BI11UBV1UU BUU , ,
.o tliat he U helpleu. He wu picked «£^'io“mpweM.‘ who ‘.Mved'tke’ sodety end
It was confidently hoped that His Ex-
cellency Governor Luce, who had been
invited by tbe managers of the Fair,
could have been with us, but owing to
previously made arrangements to be at
St. Louis at that time, he expresses his re-
grets that he cannot attend.
The secretary wishes us to Inform a!)
those who wish to exhibit any cattle,
horses, or other animals, which are full
bloods, that committees have been ap-
pointed by the Executive Committee to
examine all certificates howing the pedi-
gree and judge of their sufficiency.
Owing to the probable absence of Hon2
D. B. K. Van Raalte, Superintendent of the
Department of Horses, during the Fair,
he has sent in his resignation, and H. J.
Special Assessors’ Notice.
Cm Clebk's Omoi, Sept. 6, 1887.
To W.Wllllamf, Jacob FIleman.Angnstue Names,
Bessel Postma, Hendrik De Vriea, E. J. Harring-
ton Jr., Heurj D. Post, Allred Hnntley, Riley
Granger, Hoyt G. Post, J. W. Bosman, George N.
Williams, Hermanns Beukema, Mrs. P. Kamfer-
beek, Cornells Rot, First Dutch Church, Cornells
Vlnite, G. Bouwman, Mrs. J. Vlnke, Mrs. G.
Yskes, J. Van den Berg, K. and A. Kamstra, G.
W. Earssen, Lammert Ter Beek, Mrs. G. Wakker,
Boone & Williams, John Lezman, Jane Drol, It.
Kanters, Wm. Balkan, Jan Knot, Peter Reldsema,
J. A. Peyster, Mrs. M.D. Howard, Jacob Smite,
Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company,
Tennis Keppel John Grootenhnls, C. P. Becker,
8. Doornkate, D. Vette. Cornells Braam, H. R
8mit, H. Roozeboom. Geertrnida Otte, Mrs.
Doctor, B. Van Raalte. F. Bakker, M. Van Tuber-
eon, Wm. Roozeboom, C. W. Calkins, Mrs. Boeye,.
Lewis D, Baldns, Jas. Campbell. R. De Maat, Mrs.
Q. Klooster, R. De Vries, Jan Smlt, Owners Un-
known, and City of Holland.
Yon and each of yon are hereby notified : That
a special assessment roll for the ImproTlng, gravel-
ing, of Seventh Street Special Street Assessment
District, of the City of Holland, Michigan, has
been reported by the Board of Assessors to the
Common Connell of said city, and filed In this
office, and that the Common Connell has fixed
upon Tuesday, the !?rth day of September, A. D.
1887, at 7:90 p. m., as the time and place when
and where they will meet with the Board of
Assessora’ to review uid assessment.
By order of tbe Common Connell.
32 8t . Gno. 11 . Bipp, City Clerk.
Chicago will be established and there is
no reason why the line would o6t pay
well.
The assignments of the M. E. Church
Conference have been made and were an-
nounced last Wednesday. We see that
Rev. H. D. Jordan has been returned
to the church at this place.
Concourse at Brighton Beach to prevent
“washouts” during the winter storms.
For that purpose they have contracted
with Messrs. R. Kanters & Sons, of Hoi-
land, Mich., for a supply of 1,000,000
trees, with which they purpose to con-
struct a barrier against the waves.— W. 7.
Star.
the fracture and he is now as comfortable
as could be expected. Dr. Pete attaches
no blame to the railway company, but
says that it was his own fault that he got
hurt, he should have got out of the coach
at the other end where passenger! are
helped ofl at each station.
Landlord Ryder, of the Macatawa
Park Hotel, moved his effects to the city
last Saturday and the hotel and grounds
are now in charge of Gus Baker, the fish-
erman, and the Life Saving Crew.
Last Monday and Tuesday a large
quantity of machinery arrived in this
place for The Workman Agricultural
Works and is being placed in position rap-
idly under the direction of Mr. De Jong.
Holland was visited this week by Mr.
Ditmas Jewell and wife, of Brooklyn,
New York. Mr. Jewell is the senior
member of the firm of D. Jewell & Son,
of Brooklyn, extensive dealers in flour,
grain, and produce. They handle annu-
ally large invoices of Walsh-De Roo Mill-
ing Co’s popular brands of flour, “Sun-
light” and “Daisy,” and say that it gives
universal satisfaction with their customers.
A most novel and cheap way of heating ____ ^ vu, w
a room ha. bteo adopted in the Pont pro7e7p7cully'or7uro7n cUrTto theta
the public so efficiently last year as Super-
intendent of tbe Cattle, has been ap-
pointed In his stead.
There was an arrangement talked up of
having a matched race between Tark>
now owned by Dr. Wm. Van Patten, and
Roy, owned by A. De Kruif, of ZeeltOd,
but owing to the fact that Roy wti sold
this week by Mr. De Kruif, we will be de-
prived of the pleasure of wituessiq^whs!
would have been a most interesting race.
Several entries have already been bade
with tbe secretary, and just here let ns
once more call the attention of our peo-
building, corner of Eighth and River
streets, In the office of Dr. O. E. Yates.
It is the first device of the kind intro-
duced into this city and is the work of Mr.
portance that we should much more gen-
erally than we have done in the former
years, each, for ourselves, help to make
the Fair a growing success. We may do, — iuw  D uuo a tvo a
John Kerkhof, who is gaiuing an enviable lh|g In difterent ways, but one way ia
reputation., . plumber aud gas fitter. 0p.ntoeacbof us.ud'tbatl. to Increaae
The fruit train leaving this city every
afternoon with Rollon Astra as express
Rev, T. W. Jones will preach on the
subject of “Self denial a benefit and a
blessing” at Hope Church next Sunday
evening, Rev. Van Pelt preaching in tbe
The manner of heating la by hot water, the exhibition by bringing in some exhibit
Thera ia a coll of pipe located lu tbe fur- ̂  our owll. Who iay th!>t haot „„
uaca In the baaement of tbe building and i m,gbl not bring In aometblng worth ahow-
anotber in tbe doctor', office. Cold water ] iDg it tbey really made up their mind and
messenger carried nlnety-nine thousand; j-mornlog. At the Third Church there-- — — o-- »..M««j-aaiuo uuu auu,
four hundred and sixty-seven packages of
fruit into Chicago during tbe past week.
will be communion in the morning and in
the afternoon the pastor, Rev. D. Broek
is let into the coll which is heated by the
furnace aid is then forced into the coil
on tho first floor. The pipes are filled
with water from a small hydrant, con-
nected with the water works, which is in
Mr. Petek Felker and wife, of St.
Louis, Mo., aro this week the gueeta of
Mr. E. Herolt and family. Mr. Felker is
connected with the St. Louis Grocers'
Journal aud is a pleasant and affable gen-
tleman.
will consider the subject, “Christians tb* store and which is on a level with tbe
solemnly reminded of their obligations.” col), of pipe that is to heat tbe office. The
At the other churches there will be the us
ual services. We were unable to get par
ticulars.
water is let on from tbe hydrant and aa it
passes through the coil in tho fnrnace it is
heated and forced on to tbe upper coil
and then heats the pipes which throw out
The value of advertising in the News ,pi.pe8. WU,CD out
may bo aeeu when it U bnowu .bat iu iosa ‘3 " “ */"*
than thirty minnt« .ft.r on, W. Chea[, *nd ne,t Wa’r 0f heall"K >Dl1 m
I Wm. De Kruif, of the firm of De Kruif,
Boone & Co., was married last Thursday
evening at Zeeland, to Miss Mary Howe, lpatr0Dize lho
by Rev. H. Kremer. The wedding was ar*^ p*^
quiet one only a few intimate friends be-
ing present. The newly married pair left
for Chicago on the midnight train where
kjhey will spend a few days.
In this issue appears a new advertise-
ment from the firm of Jonkman & Dyke-
ma, who have a very large stock of fall
and winter ready-made clothing. On a
use here.
Wm. Ver Meulen, of Zeeland, w s i , , mieny buu ua» way ui neaung ana we
arrested this week charged witb peddling ‘b , i * .? “t “U° preume It will now become iu general
manufactured tobacco without paying the coouln.o. .. ...... -
government tax. He has been held for
trial at tbe next term of the United States
Court on bonds in the sum of $100.
was mailed, containing the notice for
back numbers of the papei, we had at
least a half dozen copies, and since that
time we have been so fortunate as to ob-
tain all the papers we wanted. If you
have lost or found any article, or want
anything, including a good business, just
patronize the columns of the News. It
A Safe Cracking.
The monotony of life at Graafscbap was
varied last Tuesday night by a first-class
burglary and sate cracking at the store of
Rutgers & Tien, During the night one of
the firm was awakened by a load explo-
sion and on hastening to see what was tbe
cause of the noise, saw three men stand-
ing guard on the outside of the building,
apparently waiting to see if the explosion
bad awakened any one. Tbe men on see-
was willing to do so? If alady cannot pro
duce an oil painting or a fancy scarf, let her
give evidence of proficiency in the hum-
bler, but more useful art of darning stock-
ings and baking bread. If there is noth-
ing to exhibit that you have beeo able to
produce, then bring something you may
happen to posseei which may be of inter-
est as a relic or curiosity. Let no assumed
superiority, or false pride, detain any per-
son from helping us this way. The
premiums offered may, to some, be an In-
centive to bring the exhibits, but let them
not to any, own it to be the rule, or even
main object aimed at. Let It be to do
yonr part to increase the interest in the
whole. Many exhibits cannot but make
a large and interesting exhibition, and
this b one of tbe main essentials to a sue-
cessful Fair. The Fair, as it has been
managed in tbe past and we trait will tys
in the future, is in its tone and character
so moral and pure that the most fastidious
cannot take exceptions to it. Let each
one show that they- appreciate this by
giving it the most liberal patronage and





THE WORLD IN A WORD.
The Latest Intelligence, Domestic and
Foreign, Transmitted Orer the
Electric Wires.





Brazilian Authorities Urge the State Depart-
ment to Bemore Him from His Poet
Another United States representative
abroad has fallen into disgrace says a
Washington special to the Chioago Herald.
This time it is Role Letcher, Consul at Rio
Qrande de Sul, Brasil. The complaint
•gainst Mr. Letcher is a too frequent in-
dulgence in the sednotive bat intoxicating
liqnora of that tropical clime, united with
an irrepressible desire, after such in-
dulgence, to paint the town a bright
vermilion red. In these caronsalB,
it is represented to the State Department,
Mr. Letcher is accompanied by such of his
American friends residing in Rio Grande
•s are possessors of similar convivial dis-
positions. One of Consul Letcher’s pas-
times, it is alleged, is drawing his revolver
and firing half a dozen shots in quick suc-
cession, to the great annoyance of more
peaceably disposed citizens. The Brazilian
authorities say they cannot arrest Mr.
Letcher for these practices owing to the
treaty regulations, which grant absolute
immunity to consular and diplomatic rep-
resentatives in foreign countries. They
have therefore referred the matter to the
State Department, with an earnest petition
that Mr. Letcher be removed.
MAD MANITOBANS.
They Will Fight for Their Rights-Rebelllon
Sentiment Growing:.
A telegram from Winnipeg, Manitoba,
says: "Open rebellion is everywhere talked
of against the arbitrary conduct of the
Dominion Government in applying for in-
junctions to stop the building of the rail-
way, and the people are preparing to or-
ganize in order to b« ready in case of emer-
gency. It is now learned on excellent
authority that Sir John has written
to several Conservatives threatening
to execute vengeance on the people if
the province does not submit. Everybody
now believes that he saw the telegram
threatening the sidetrack at Winnipeg, and
advised its sending. He is denounced on
all hands, and doubtless will be borned in
effigy at the proposed demonstration shortly
to be held. All the newspapers in the prov-
ince, Conservative as well as Reform, anile
in denouncing the Dominion Government,
and call upon the people to stand firm and
to defend their rights with their blood if
necessary. It is believed by all that a seri-
ous crisis has been reached, but the action
of the government seems to unite the peo-
ple in a determination to fight to the bitter
end for their rights."
MURDERED BY MOONLIGHTERS.
The Head Constable at Ennis Slain— Tories
Profit by It
A polioeman named Wheelan, one of
••dozen who waited in a house near Ennis,
Ireland, to arrest a party of moonlighters,
was killed with a clnb. Another was fatally
hurt. Five of tho moonlighters were capt-
ured. A London dispatch says of the
affair:
Tho killing of the head constable was a tragic
affair indeed. Wheelan, at the head of a posse
of twelvo police, was confronted by eight
moonlighters, and immediately a bloody battle
ensued. No firearms were used at aH. They
were at too close range for that, but a hand-to-
hand encounter was bravely fought Wheelan
was killed at the outset by apowerful blow
on the bead from a bludgeon. His fall was the
•ignal for a determined onslaught by his com-
panions, who, after a fearful struggle, durlug
which several broken heads were received on
both sides, succeeded in overpowering the
moonlighters, five of whom they captured.
Wheelan had been twenty-two years in the
police service, and had been stationed at En-
nis. He leaves a wife and five chiluren. In
the House of Commons the Tories made the
most of Wheelac’s murder, and were delighted
at the loophole it afforded them to exculpate
themselves from the blame that attaches to
them on account of the If itchellstown tragedy.
The National Game.
The record of games won and lost by
the teams of the National Base -Ball
League is as follows:
"'Percent-Clubs. Won. Lost. age.
Detroit. ....................... 67 37 .644
Chicago ....................... 68 m .580
Philadelphia ........ . ........ 59 46 .561
New York ..................... 58 46 .557
Beaton ........................ 55 46 .641
PHteburg ..................... 44 67 .435
Washington .................. 39 62 .386
Indianapolis. ....... .Y, . ...... 30 74 .288




8k Louie ..... . 30 741
48 .582
.679Cinciuu&ti..., 50
Baltimore.... ................. 62 52 .543







Editor William O’Brien of Ireland,
who was arrested at Kingstown, Ireland,
was taken to the Mitohellitown jail on
Monday. The streets through which Mr.
O’Brien was taken to the jail were lined
with troops. ̂ -Stones were thrown at the
police escorting him and several of them
were wounded. The police then charged
the crowd, using their batons freely and
injuring many of the spectators.
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific.
Aciroulab from the office of the Chi-
oago, Rook Island and Pacific Railroad
Company announces the following changes:
E. 8L John baa been made General Man-
ager, A. Kimball, heretofore Vice President
of the company, has been appointed As-
•Want to the President; W. G. Purdy, Sec-
rotary and Treasurer, has, in addition to
these offices, been sleeted Vice President;
J. F. Phillips, late Cashier, has been ap-
pointed Assistant Secretary and Assistant
Treasurer
CUBBMT EVENTS.1
EAST." „• ..... .v-
Acoobding to the schedules filed at
New York, the liabilities of Henry S.
Ives A Co. are $17,666,175; nominal as-
sets, $25,664,268. Their eqnity amounts
to $400,000.
Wind and rain storms of extraordinary
violence swept poztioni of New York and
Massachusetts, destroying crops and trees,
unroofing booses, and blowing down barns,
etc. A man at Worcester was dashed
against a barrel and killed. Several per-
sons were partially paralyzed by lightning.
Hailstones of a great size fell at Saratoga.
The New York Underground Railway
Company, with apowerful array of directors
and presumably a good deal of money, is
ready to begin work upon its underground
hole as soon as the requisite permit can be
extracted by mandamus from the Commis-
sioner of Pablio Works.
In Schenectady, N. Y., Thomas Knight,
a molder, fatally shot Ida Wallace, a girl
with whom he was talking in a restaurant.
He admitted his intention to murder the
girl.
WEST.
A Sioux City (Iowa) special says: “A
jury has finally been impaneled in the
Haddock murder case, in which Fred
Munohrath, Jr., is defendant. Something
over fifty men were examineA before the
panel was filled. The State TUid defense
exhausted all their peremptory challenges.
The personnel of tne jury is as follows:
One druggist, one merchant, two under-
takers, one gardener and seven farmers. The
jury is considered much better than the
one which tried John Arensdorf, and it is
believed that a verdict will be rendered in
accordance with the evidence, though some
think the jury will hang in any event The
defendant looks haggard and careworn,
and it is thought that before the trial is
over he will tell what he knows and place
the crime on the right man. He was made
somewhat of a scapegoat at the Arensdorf
trial. There is little question but he knows
of the incidents leading to the murder and
was near the scene of the tragedy when it
occurred.”
Marquette (Mich.) dispatch: “Are-
port has been received of the foundering
of the schooner Niagara, consort of the
steamer Raleigh, six milos this side of
Whitefish Point, Lake Superior, in
Wednesday’s gale. She was commanded
by Capt. Clements and was ore-laden from
Ashland to Ashtabula. Her crew of ten
men were lost, and the captain’s family of
three were also reported aboard. The Ni-
agara belonged to the same tow as the
schooner Lucerne, which was lost last No-
vember off Ashland with eleven lives. She
was owned by Mr. Corrigan, of Cleveland.”
Judge Brewer, in the United States
Court at Topeka, refused to grant the in-
junction, asked for by Clarence H. Vennox,
to restrain the issue of $10,000,000 new
stock by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Road.
Warsaw (Ind.) dispatch: “Elijah Hayes
of this city and his wife yesterday handed
over their entire property, valued at $130,-
000, to Chaplain McCabe for the benefit of
the foreign missions of the Methodist Epis-
copal Church. This is the largest private do-
nation ever made to that religious body for
missions since the foundation of the de-
nomination. Mr. Hayes asked only an
annuity of $500, bnt was pertmaded to take
$1,000. The deed provides that the board
•ball have for fifty years the rents and
profits of the property, and at the end of
that time the property shall be at the dis-
posal of the board. Mr. and Mrs. Hayes
are both well advanced in years and have
no heirs.”
A Gardner (HI.) special says: “Con-
trary to expectations and conjectures of
reporters and everyone else, the Grand
Jury failed to find an indictment against
Miss Sarah Dodge for the murder of Col.
W. 8. Babcock. Only one ballot was
taken, five voting for conviction and
eighteen against There was some strong
evidence given, yet the inry was not sat-
isfied that it was mnrder premeditated.
One witness swore that he saw Miss Dodge
and deceased driving hurriedly to Gardner
on the morning of the tragedy. It was
clearly proven that they were engaged to be
married, and it was clearly established that
her visits to Chicago to meet the deceased
were frequent, and that many of these
meetings were very exciting. A Chicago
lawyer who drew the marriage contract, and
who on divers occasions transacted busi-
ness for them, was on the stand, but point
blank refused to answer anything in rela-
tion to the two people.”
Dispatches from Tucson, Arizona, re-
port that a heavy flood has swept away
twenty miles of the Southern Pacific Rail-
way track, between Tncson and Benson.
The disaster is expected to materially delay
traffic on the line.
James White, who “bore an excellent
reputation,” was shot dead by William
Ochs, a banker, at Kenton, Ohio. The
man of excellent reputation was commit-
ting ^burglary in the banker’s house when
A petition has been filed in Hamilton,
Ohio, asking the appointment of a receiver
of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton
Railroad. The petition alleges that Ives and
Stayner have appropriated $2,500,000 of
bonds and over $4,500,000 of preferred
stock of the road, and that on account of
the directors’ negligence or fraudulent
management the corporation is insolvent
or on the verge 61 insolvency.
SOUTH.
Ex-Gov. William Aiken, of South
Carolina, died at Flat Bock, S. C., aged 81.
A San Antonio dispatch says that Bell
Bros., the largest jewelers in Western
Texas, have failed. The liabilitiea are
about $30,000 and assets $40,000. The
principal creditors are in New York, St.
Louis, New Orleans and Chioago.
In the past year in Charleston, Sooth
Carolina, oyer 6,000 earthquake- wrecked
buildings have been repaired or rebuilt,
and 271 new buildings erected. The
money expended in the work amounted to
$4,300,000.
Fibe destroyed the costly machinery of
the Barren Fork Oeal Company, near Som-
erset, Ky., causing a loss of $100,000.
An assignment was made in Louisville,
Ky., by Lapp, Goldsmith A Co., liquor
and tobacco merchants. Liabilities, $100,-
000.
In Needmore, near Manchester, Tenn.,
the floor of a school building gave way
while a revival meeting was in progress.
Sixty or seventy people went down twenty
feet, and most or them were severely in-
jured, one man fatally.
Repobts from the cotton districts indi-
cate that the crop will fall short of what
it was last year. ,
WASHDIGTON.
Mbs. Cleveland has declined the in-
vitation of Mayor Hewitt and other officials
of New York to deliver certain flags to the
fire department of that city. Sbe excuses
herself by pleading on willingness to assume
that she, as the wife of the President, ought
to participate so prominently in a public
ceremony in which he takes no part.
The Agricultural Department reports a
heavy reduction in the condition of com
in the West since the last report. In the
seven corn -surplus States the average is 10
per cent, lower than last month. Dakota
spring wheat returns are better than before,
while from Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa,
and Nebraska the reports are a shade worse.
POUTICS.
The arrival in Washington of Congress-
men Randall and Scott, of Pennsylvania,
has given a fresh impulfie to the talk of ex-
pected agreements among the Democratic
leaders on some method of tariff and reve-
nue reform.
The State Convention of the Prohibi-
tory party, hold at Worcester, was the
biggest delegate gathering ever held by the
party in Massachnsetts. It was composed
of 857 delegates, representing 190 cities
and towns. Its proceedings were animated
from first to last by an intense bitterness
against the Republican party. W. H. Earle,
of Worcester, was nominated for Governor;
Dr. John Blackmer, of Springfield, for
Lieutenant Governor; Amos E. Hall, of
Chelsea, for Secretary of State; J.H.Kilbom,
of Lee, for State Treasurer; E. M. Stowe,
for Auditor; and Allen Coffin, of Nan-
tucket, for Attorney General. The plat-
form accuses the liquor men of bribing
Legislatures and murdering its opponents;
declares against licensing and local
options; insists on the necessity of a third
party; declares that the Democratic
party makes no pretensions in the
direction of prohibition, and that the Re-
publican party does nothing else, and, in
conclusion, it demands the immediate re-
peal of all license laws and the submission
of a constitutional prohibition amendment
to the people. William H. Earle, the can-
didate for Governor, is a Granger and a
Sovereign of Industry, is a raiser of small
fruits, and has been a dealer in agricultural
tools and seeds. He is 56 years old, and a
fluent talker.
The State Convention of the Union
Labor and Greenback party of Pennsyl-
vania met at Williamsport. The Union
Labor platform, adopted at Cincinnati last
February, was unanimously adopted, as was
also a resolution denonneing the alleged
utter disregard by corporations of the State
Constitution. Charles S. Keyser of Phil-
adelphia was nominated for Supreme Court
Judge and H. D. Banker of HoUidaysbnrg
for State Treasurer.
P. H. Kelly, of St. Paul, who had been
accused of leaning to Hill for President, is
out in a card declaring for Cleveland.
GENERAL.
Late Panama advices report that a rev-
olutionary force under Bahona surprised
and took possession of Port La Union,
San Salvador. The garrison was be*
trayed by two of the officers. The fight
between the revolutionists and the Gov-
ernment troops is reported to have been
very severe. A general commotion is
feared in Salvador. Guatemala, and Hon-
duras.
The visible supply of grain is reported
as follows: Wheat, 30,687,129 bushels;
corn, 6,836,850 bushels; oats, 4,734,085
bushels.
The losses by fire in the United States
and Canada daring August were $8,317,-
500, against $13,000,000 for the same
month last year.
Montreal dispatch: “The first act in
the drama of Me G angle’s life in Canada
closed when he reached St. Catharines and
defied his would-be Chicago pursuers. The
second began Thursday last when the
Grand Jury found a true bill against W.
J. McGarigle, Detective Pinkerton, and
Col. Hickey, the first a refugee from ins-
tice in Canada and the two latter of Chi-
cago, for conspiring to defame the charac-
ter of James Baxter."
At a meeting of Roman Catholic Pre-
lates at Baltimore, the plans for the new
university at Washington were adopted,
and a building committee appointed.
Work will bo begun immediately. Eight
million dollars will be required, of which
about $700,000 bas been seenred. The
Collecting Committee includes all tho
Archbishops and Bishops in the United
States. The Rev. Dr. Keene, Bishop of
Richmond, was elected as First Rector of
the university.
An Ottawa (Canada) telegram says:
"The Department of Customs has been ap-
prised of a trick which has jast been play-
ed on the American authorities by the
Captain of ' the Alfred Adams, a British
Columbia sailing schooner. The Adams
was seized in Behring’s Sea last month by
the United States revenae entter Rush, and
her sealskins and fishing tackle taken away.
A prize crew was pat on board and the
Captain was ordered to navigate the
sohooner to Sitka. The Captain seemingly
obeyed for the time, bnt after having parted
company with the Rash coolly headed the
Adams for Victoria, B. C., where she ar-
rived a few days ago. The prize crew could
do nothing to compel the Captain tonro-
ceed to Sitka, as it is understood to have
consisted of only two men, and the crew of
the Adams not having been removed was
too strong for tyem.”
Judge Zudia, of Paso del Norte, Mex-
ico, who lately thumped Mr. Brigham,
American Consul at that place, has been
suspended from office.
A band of Cuban filibusters were at-
tacked off the Florida coast by Spanish
soldiers, and several were killed.
President Cleveland declined an in-
vitation to visit Columbus, Ohio, on ac-
count of previous engagements.
The statement of the public debt of the
Dominion of Canada, just issned by the
Finance Department, shows the total net
debt Ang. 31 to have been $228,494,461, an
increase since Jane 30 of $3,467,699.
The trial trip of the Boston, the com-
panion of the Atlanta, appears to have
been a success. She not only comes up to
the condition of 3,500 horse-power con-
tained in the contract, bnt she actually ob-
tained a maximum of 4,200 in the trial—
that is, she is 700 horses better than was
called for.
FOREIGN.
Grebnway, Smith A Grebnway’s
Bank, at Warwick, England, has failed.
The bank was established a century ago,
and had the highest reputation for sonnd-
ness.
The French Government and press are
pleased with the success of the experi-
mental mobilization of an army corps.
The opinion prevails, it is said, that if
France had been equally ready in 1870
there would have been no Sedan.
A Dublin dispatch says that “Mitchell-
town was crowded Friday morning with
people who had come from all the neigh-
boring towns to be present at the trial of
William O’Brien. Large numbers of po-
lice and soldiers were also on duty to quell
any outbreak that might occur. As was
expected Mr. O'Brien did not appear in
answer to the summons which was served
upon him. The Coart finding that he
would not present himself for trial, issned
a warrant for his arrest. This caused a
(pat sensation, and an open-air indigna-
tion meeting was held, at which Mr. La-
bouchere, M. P., and others denounced the
Government in strong terms. As a result
of this indignation meeting for the purpose
of condemning the course of the Govern-
ment toward Ireland, a conflict arose be-
tween the people and the polioe. The riot
originated in an attempt to assault the
Government stenographer, who was present
to take down the speeches of Mr. La-
bouchere and others. The police essayed
to protect the stenographer and were set
upon by the crowd, whereupon the con-
stables charged upon the crowd and re-
pulsed them. The mob rallied and made
a desperate attempt to seize the stenog-
rapher, when the police fired into them,
killing two men ana wounding several.”
San Francisco telegram: "The British
ship Hahneman, which has just arrived
here, touched at the Pitcairn Islands on her
voyage from New South Wales. The of-
ficers found that the descendants of the
mutineers of the ship Bounty now number
107, of whom fifty-seven are women. Only
three deatns were reported to have oc-
curred among the islanders during the last
throe years."
As was anticipated, a large number of
British radical members of Parliament are
preparing for an agitation campaign in Ire-
land.
It was officially stated in the English
Parliament, Saturday, that the American
Government has ordered that no more Can-
adian sealers be seized in Behring’s Sea,
pending judicial proceedings, and that ves-
sels and persons already seized be dis-
charged, reserving all qaestions involved
for negotiations at Washington.
A cable dispatch says that another per-
son bos died from the effects of injuries
received daring the rioting aft Mitchells-
town, Ireland. Fifty-four constables were
injured to such on extent that physicians’
services were reqnired. One hundred and
fifty civilians were also injured. The police
at Mitchellstown assert that the trouble
was due to the Nationalist leaders shout-
ing for the mob to hold together. The
Nationalists are jubilant over the good
fight they made. A Tipperary boy broke
through a square composed of twelve
policemen, and fought them single-
handed. The police finally overpowered
him, bnt the mob made a rush and rescued
him from his captors. Fourteen policemen
were injured daring the riot and were car-
ried to the hospital.
LATEST MARKET QUOTATIONS.
NEW YORK.
CATTLK .......................... 8 4.00 & 6.25
Hoofl ........................... 5.50 !» 6.25
W uk at— No. 1 White ............ .8P*<# .84 4
No. 2 Red .............. .79*4 .80*
Conx No. 2 ..................... .51 & .53
OATS-White .................... .35 (4 .41
Pou— New Meee ................L5.75 010.25
CHICAGO.
Cattle— Choice to Prime bteere 5.00 0 5.60
Good ..................3.75 <4 4.50
Common . ............ 3.00 (4 3.50
Hoos— Shipping Grades ......... 6.00 5.75
Floub— Winter Wheat ......... 8.75 (4 4.25
Corn— No. 2 ..................... .71 i<5 .71*
Oats— No. 2 ..................... .24*4 .25 -tj
Boiteb— Choice Creamery ...... .20 0 .22
Fino Dairy ............ .17 (4 .19
Chbksb— Full Cream, Cheddars. .10*(4 .11*
Full Cream, now ...... .11*0 .12*
Eoos— Frosh. .................... .14 & .15
Potatoes— Choice, per bu ...... .75 (4 .80
Pork— Mess .....................15.50 (316.25
MILWAUKEE.
Whkat— Cash .................... .69 (4 .70
Corn-No. 3 ...................... .41*(4 .42*
Oats— No. 2 White ........... ... .27*(4 .28*
Ryk— No. 1 ....................... .45 (4 .47
Powt-Mess ......................16.50 (L' 16.25
KT. LOUIS.
Wheat No. 2 Red ............... .79 0 .71
Corn -Mixed .................... .89*0 ,40*
Oats— Mixed ..................... .24*0 .25*
Pout— Now Moss ................15,00 (315,50
TOLEDO.
Whkat— Cash ................... .74 0 .74*
Corn— No. 2 ..................... .44* » .45*
DETROIT.
Bimr Cattlb ...................8.75 0 4.50
Hoas .............................8.50 0 4.25
100 0 175
Wheat-No. 1 White ............ .78 0 .78*
Corn-No. 2...^. ................ .44 0 .45
Oats-No. 2 White ............. .29 0 .80
CINCINNATL
Wheat-No. 2 Bed .............. .71*0 .72*
Corn— No. 2 .....................
Oats— No. 2 ................ . ..... .27*0 .28
QBB • ••#••• ••••••••••••••15.00 (415.50
Live Hoos* ••#•••••##•»••••••••••5.00 0 5.78
BUFFALO.
Wheat— No. 1 Hard .............. .83 0 .85
Corn-No. 2 Yellow .............. .49 0 .50
Cattle .......... ... ........... .. 100 0 175
INDIANAPOLIS.
Beet Cattle...^ ............... 8.50 0 175
5.00 0 6.50
Sheep ...........................8.00 0 100
Wheat— No. 2 Bed .............. •89* 9 .70*
.39 0 .41
Oats— No. 2 Mixed .............. .25 0 .28
EAST LIBERTY
Cattle— Prime..... ............. 150 0 175
Fair ....................4.00 0 125
Common ............... 3.50 el 8.75
Hoos ............................. 5.50 (<16.00
Bhekf ........................... 4.00 0 4.60
THE THEATEE HORROR.
a
What Caused the Crush in the
Burned Theater at Exeter,
England.
The Way of ZSscape Blocked
by the Ticket-Taker’s
Tin Box
Of Nearly 200 Penons in the Gallery
Over Half Lose Their
Lives.
[Cable dlapatoh from London.]
There are still many things to be cleared
np yet before it can be understood here
how so many score of people were incin-
erated in the Royal Theater in Exeter.
Although in the reports from the scene of
the calamity only one exit from the gal-
lery is mentioned, the architect of the edi-
fice says that there were three— as he says,
broad and palatial.” From the very latest
and most authentic reports which have
reach here it is dear that many of the
victims were suffocated, and not homed to
death as has been stated. The number of
victims still remains uncertain. It may
never be known absolutely, but the loss of
life is at least 150 and it may possibly
be as high as 200. Nine-tenths of those
who perished were occupants of the
gallery, the others being from the pit and
the upper boxes. Not quite five-sixths of
the victims perished in the staircase lead-
ing from the gallery to the street, the only
means of exit open from the gallery. It
was of stone with stone walls and had an
iron railing running along on one side. It
had four distinct turns and was in fact a
spiral descent. The result was that as peo-
ple madly rashed down they became hope-
lessly jammed and crashed at each turn.
In their frantic attempts to free themselves
the limbs of some appear to have been tom
off, and in other cases fractured. At each
bend or angle was found a pile of charred
human remains. A high post about ba]f
way down the winding passage was another
fatal obstruction to the free passage of the
terror-stricken crowd. Bnt for the windows
in the staircase very few, indeed, could
have escaped. One of these opened upon
a leaden roof and the other overlooked the
street. Several climbed out and leaped to
the ground, a distance of fourteen feet, or
were rescued by fire escapes. Out of 190
persons known to have been in the gallery,
very few escaped by the door. Surprise
and indignation are expressed that in a
modem building there shonld have been
bnt one exit from the gallery and that of
such an nnsatisfaotory character.
The victims were mostly working people.
Daylight revealed an appalling sight. In
a shed at the back of the London Hotel tha
dead bodies were laid in rows of about
twenty each awaiting identification. Crowds
flocked to Guildhall as early as six o’clock
for tickets to admit them to the yard to look
for missing relatives and friends. While
the melancholy work of viewing the bodies
went on the police were continually bring-
ing in shapeless human remains. By de-
grees the shed floors of adjoining stable*
were filled with the mutilated trunks, and
the limbs discovered as the work of search
proceeded were laid ont on straw in the
open yard.
In only a very few cases can the bodies
be identified by their countenances. In
one comer of the yard is a heap of calcined
bodies and burnt rags. The scenes in the
inclosure were most harrowing. Women
fainted as they recognized by some
familiar token their lost ones, and their
lamentations were heartrending. Among
the last of the bodies brought in was that
of a father, beneath whom was found hie
child, only a few weeks old. The position
of the arms showed that the poor man was
doing his best to save the infant when he
fell. The bodies of women are in some
cases only to be distinguished by their
wedding-rings. As the search proceeded
it became only too evident that the loss of
life was not confined to the gallery occu-
pants. Lives were lost in the pit, where a
terrible crush took place, and in the up-
per circle. Many charred bodies were re-
covered from the gallery saloon and second
circle saloon. The victims bad apparently
become blocked in rushing for the bal-
conies.
The charred remains of twenty per-
sons were discovered in one heap. A
mother, father, and child were found
clasped in one embrace. Several whole
families nambering from two to five lost
their lives.
The number of persons severely injured
is sixty, and it is feared that the death list
will reach 140.
THE CAPTAIN OF THE THISTLE.
So much has been written of the yaoht
Thistle, whose Captain intends trying his
best to cany away the America’s cap, that
not a little onriosity is evinced by the gen-
eral public to know what the Captain looks
like and who he is. Capt. Barr’s enthusi-
asm over the success which the Thistle bee
scored is decidedly pronounced. CtpL
Bert is a typical specimen of the seafaring
fraternity, measuring about five feet eight
inches in height, is broad shouldered end
thick-set He was bom in Glasgow,
Scotland, forty years ago. He is e rerea-
tile talker, but when it comes to scientific
talks of the points of the Thistle he is un-
usually quiet, keeping what he knows to
rfxJr
BASE-BALL bo utterly false and (groundless that I
scarcely think they need denial. Chicago
will play ball just the same right through
Th. Fight for th. Uaguo
Drawing to a Cioee— Detroit’s this year at the finish, and that will suit«• me very well under the circumstances.”
mg i/eau. | detkoit likelt to win.
Detroit is certainly playing great ball,
The Alleged Trouble Is the Chicago “d 8Mm' I1,0*to belna f.irwaytowin_ • „ _ the pennant this year. The return of
Team — President Spalding In- Baldwin to the ranks strengthens the pitch-
ter flowed. | er’s box just that much, so that the club
cannot possibly be weak in that wav, and
that has been the spot that has been looked
[Chicago cobbesfondence.] | npon with the greatest of fear. With Ben-
aXTp“
the team’s defeat in two of three games at the boston club.
Detroit, ccming as it did npon the bad The Boston Club management seems to
loch ̂  had attended the team fmm the ̂  »d
time it left here npon its Eastern trip last $25 each for alleged loose habits, and now
month, tending to discourage those who pitcher Radboum has been suspended.
had backed the White Stockings as pen- The official notification from the directors
dta.i* ,1m informed Radbourn that he was indefinite-
nant winners. On top of their de- ly gU8pendod hig work had not
feats at Detroit they were compelled been satisfactory. “That don’t give me a
to >. knuckle down to Indianap- very good idea of what I am to expect,”
oils in the first game played I ^ ^ ^ commenting upon his suspen-
„ . . f » ^ won the other day. “This afternoon I
upon the home grounds for four weeks, Mked them if i amyBU6pended for the rest
and notwithstanding that the champions of the season, but they were not ready to
whipped the Hoosiers until they fell npon toll me. I should like to know if I am go-
their kneee and begged for mere, in the "’^•‘"‘h 'bete.m. It l am anipended. . „ . J . for the rest of the season I should like to
two following games, the Chicago morning know it> 80 lhat l ^ ^ home There j,
papers, or those of them which for a month no nse of my loafing aroond here.”
past have been unfavorably inclined toward “Was anything said to yon after the game
the White, taunched forth into a tir.de of ^oT^n given for
abuse against Captain Anson and the club my ^pension is that my work has not
which was uncalled for as it was unjust, been satisfactory, but I’ll tell you what it
Anson was accused of being a “hoodoo,’’ 1°°^* lik®* It looks very much like a
and waft adviaed to reeign th. cap- " K Petf.iZ ’/'Spe^iolo
taincy. Clarkson, it was asserted, that box. That is what I signed a contract
would quit the team and play to do. It was not to win every game I
ball with Boston next year. Pfeifer and played. They agreed to give me so much
KEMfNISCENCES OF PUBLIC MEN.
BY BEN *. PERLEY POORE.
The funeral of John Quincy Adams
was celebrated at Washington, on the
26th of February, 1848. Minute gun?
were fired, the Executive Departments
were put in mourning, and many of the
private buildings in Pennsylvania
avenue were also hung with black. The
stores were closed, and all business
suspended. The various societies and __
pubUo bodies commenced forming at I peri“n“e bring. MtoVnever to loa.' a
11 o clock, and moved toward the 0bttnce of fun when we can get it—
Capitol under military escort The Franci8c0 chronicle.
crowd m and around the Capitol was -
unprecedented. Many people had come • The Science of Sails,
in from the country around to witness | Ljke a bird’s wing, the first need for
weather. I don’t think those girls
would make good wives. At all events,
they don’t make good sweethearts, and
about marrying it is much the same as
with boys eating cherries. They lay
aside the best to finish up with, but
when they get to what they’ve laid aside
they re so full of cherries they can’t
enjoy any more. Of course there are
boys who eat all the good ones first.
But it seems to me all rules work both
ways anyway and end in discomfiture of
some kind. The only rule of life ex-
MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
Williamson were also disgusted with An- money for pitching whenever and as often
1th the Chicago as I was needed. I have always been per-son, and would not be wi cago . — — — — * ---- K„.
Clnb next season. Now, it is a fact that fectly willing to pitch when in condition,
the players which these papers charge with They made the contract without a kick,
being dissatisfied and hot against Anson and if they feel that they have not got
are, so far as can be learned, more indig- their money's worth it is not my fault. I
nant against the treatment accorded to have lived up to my part of it, which was
Anson, both by the public and the press, to play ball as well as I knew how for the
than is the big fellow himself. Pfeifer Boston Club. It has been impossible for
does not say so, but it is dollars to dough- me to pitch as well under the new rules os
nuts that he now very much regrets hav- under the old ones.”
ing ever said anything to newspaper men "Then you think the change hurt yon?”
concerning his little trouble with Anson “It certainly did, just as it did many of
down East. Big Ed Williamson is hon- the pitchers. There was Mickey Welsh.
estly hot and thoroughly worked np over He has been off and on all summer. Many
on his Captain and the state- of the games that have been lost with methe attacks np  _ _______
ment that he will play ball with some other in the box were not due to poor pitching,
team than Chicago next season. but you can't conviuce the public of that.
When asked what truth there was in the They have got down on me and have influ-
statement that he would leave the Chicago euced the directors, as was natural. " Dur-
Club this year, Williamson said: ing further conversation Radbourn said:
“It is a lie. If the Chicago Club wonts “One thing is very sure. If I am not
my services next year I shall be in the field treated squarely in money matters there will
for them, and can say frankly that I never be trouble. Oh, no; I shall do nothing
had any other intention.” personally. That will be unnecessary. We
“You are not at swords’ points with An- have a brotherhood now.”
son then as the balance of the team are?" notes and comment.
“Who says the balance of the team are Ryan, of the Chicagos, is falling off in
hot at Anson? I tell you that these dirty his fielding.
attacks on the 'old man’ are enough to Dell Darling has sprouted a moustache,
make any man, who has any sense of fair- Williamson is a great favorite at home
ness in him, hot under the collar. I do and in the East
not believe there is a man who if asked if Jim Whitney has made four put-outs this
he had any thing against Anson would say season.
yes. Pfeifer was pretty hot at one time, Over 250,000 people have attended the
but I think he feels differently now. As Boston game this season,
for myself I would rather plav under An- McCormick, of Pittsburg, is laid up with
son than any other team captain in the rheumatism and boils,
business. What makes me think that there | The Detroit cranks have presented Getz-
is none
among the
the ceremonies. A large portion of the an effective sail is a rigid leading edge
Legislature of Maryland and many I or weather leech; obtained in the
citizens from Annapolis and Baltimore BqUaje and Ing sails by the drag of a
were present. At ten minutes before bowline, in the lateen-sail by the yard
12 o’clock the Speaker called the House qj. bone of the saiBwing itself, in stay*
to order, at which moment the bell on ggjjg by the rigidity of the most or
Capitol Hill commenced its solemn toll- ̂ porting Btay, and in jibs by the
ing, as the signal for the commence- powerful hoisting purchase and nse of
ment of the ceremonies. The Presi- cbain for halyards. Before the intro-
dent of the United States and heads of auction of chain, the jib, like the first
the departments entered the hall, the string of a violin, was constantly get-
former taking his seat on the right of ting out of tune, and in want of sotting
the Speaker. The judges of the 8u- Un
prerae Court in their gowns, the officers Another point in a good sail is that
of the Army and Navy in full uniform, the after-edge, when held in place by
the foreign ministers and their suites in the sheet, should be as nearly upright
splendid costume, followed, and took or vertical as possible, This edge is
their seats upon the right and left of always parallel t§ the seams of the
the area, in front of the Speaker’s 8ftUf andt like the after-edgo of a wing,
chair. The Senate of the United unconfined by anything more than a
States then entered, with the \ ice bem or lightest of rope, save whore a
.President, the latter taking his seat on reef-band requires strength. The cloth
the Speaker’s left. Mr. C. F. Adams at this edge of a jib U at times seen
and others of the family, and friends of ghaking while the rest of the canvas is
the deceased, occupied a range of seats a8 g^H as thongh frozen, and it is better
provided for them on the left of the the wind should pass it freely so than
area. After a pause of some minutes, b3 fa or held by it, The cloths
Senators Webster and Davis, and a 0f a jib are cut a little convex npon the
Massachusetts delegation, as mourners, leading edge, and unless the position
and in black scarfs and bands, entered 0f the sheet were carefully fixed with
the hall preceding the coffin, which was respect to this convexity, the luff of a
brought in in charge of the pall-bearers j jb would be concave instead of straight
and the committee of arrangements. wiien r0ped and hoisted.
The coffin was placed on the bier in the There is an old sex saying, often used,
area in front of the Speaker. After too, by landsmen without knowing why,
depositing the coffin, those who had it viz. : “I knew him by the cut of his
in charge remained standing around it jib,” a jib really having more cut about
for a number of minutes in impressive it than other sails,
silence, while the whole assembly rose. Though few practical sail-makers, or
The coffin, which was of lead, enclosed users of them, know really much of
in mahogany, was silver mounted and algebraic formula, they have their
covered with black silk velvet trimmed ruie8t handed down to them from old
with silver. A silver heart-shaped time, for cutting out sails, and as wind
plate, decorated with a spread eagle, I and water are very conservative ele-
bore the following inscription, which QjQQtg'they seldom go far wrong. Among
was written, at the request of the these rules is that of working by thirds,
Massachusetts delegation, by Daniel that is, when at a loss as to the best
Webster, to wit:
John Quincy Adami,
An inhabitant ol MaSna.tt., July 11, 1767. | he,r thir!| ?f Jhe fi1* Ca"?ht' \3'arJ
proportion for one thing toward another,
to take a third. The boat always takes
a lug-sail is slung a third from the end,
the most convex part of the jib is at
one-third of the luff from the track,
Died,
A citizen of the United States,
In the Capitol at Washington,
February 23, 1848, i , * a, }1 ...
Having served his country for half a century, and the sheet exactly opposite thisan(l > point. A pious adherence to this old
,,i mystery saves much calculation and
The hangings over the Speaker s I trouble, and when ship-builders thought
chair were shrouded in black, as also j a third a good proportion of beam to
was the figure of history, over the pnn- hengtb, a fair amount of stability was
cipal entrance, ami the portraits of bisured to our ships. Sailors speak of
Washington and Lafayette, etc. The a Bajj aH or prog8jng qni^ jnje.
—Big catches of fish are reported at
L’Anse.
—Jackson pays its city officials $13,192
every year in aalarias.
—Mount Pleasant capitalists are going
to form a company and bore for gas.
— Tha First Michigan Infantry will hold
its annual rsnnion in Jackson Sept. 20.
—There are 316 telephones in Jackson,
an increase of forty since Jan. 1, and 175
miles of wire. *
—A movement is on foot at Jackson to
organize a society for tha prevention of
cruelly to animals.
—The fifteenth annual fair of the Ar-
mada Agricultural Society occurs at that
place October 5, 6 and 7.
—Thirty men went hunting near Jackson
on Snndsy, and warrants are issued for
fifteen of them for violating the game law.
—Five jugs of whisky were found on the
grounds of the John Jacob Astor House in
Detroit. The proprietor thinks it is sev-
enty-five years old.
—A woman of Bay City disguised her-
self as a man and elerked in a store for a
year and obtained admission into the
Knights of Pythias.
— E. D. Cory, of Sturgis, who runs a
stationery store and deals in pianos, baa
mads an assignment to N. S. Packard.
Liabilities, $2,600; asseta not known.
—Mrs. Iva Richmond, of Golden, wss
thrown into the machinery of a mper that
she was driving, but her Ufa waa saved by
her faithful dog, that rushed forward and
topped the team.
—Thera has been no rain at Cheboygan
for fix weeks, and great clouds of smoke
from forest fires are still hanging over the
place. The woods in the vicinity are ap-
parently all on fire, and the damage to
timber will reaeh an anormons figure.
—The country round about L’Anse ia
literally fall of homesteadara waiting to
learn whether Secretary Lamar’a decision
forfeiting the land grant of tha Marquette,
Houghton and Ontonagon Road ia sus-
tained. The feeling there is strongly in
favor of opening np (he lands to the home-
steaders.
—A young man named Myars , down from
camp, snppoaed to have had considerable
money, stopped at Tawas City, recently.
He is now miasing. Hie clothing, smeared
with blood, was found in a woodpile, and
his shoes at a home near by. The house
was searched and traces of blood from the
bedroom to the outside door freshly washed
were found. Parties are dragging the river
for the body. Arrests will be made.
of ~ "the f eelUig "against" him I ein with a $200 gold watch aud chain. °pVa ycf^Thif followed Pondf ,°f if, P,0Wer 01f.„<!rivi,“?1 ‘
 men, as certain papera have A.O. Spalding it Broa,. the baae-ball | J1 ^ ' » now Za Zir in !!£!? AU_ j.ba arehfttngamla.
stated, is that when the crowd gave him supply bouse, sold 1,900,000 base-bolls lost
the guying they did during the Indianapo- year, or enough of them to reach from
games because of an error or two he made, Philadelphia to New York if strung upon
there was not a man of us, so far as I could a wire side by side. They also made and
judge from their faces, who would not sold twenty-two miles of bats,
gladly have stood in the old man’s shoes | Manager Watkins, of the Detroits, is br-
and took part of the guying for him. As log to get up a team to take to California
for myself I fell so hot over it that I could this winter. It includes Getzein and Con-
not see the ball for a minute. It is a - 1 way pitchers, Bennett catcher, Brouthers,
shame to treat a man as a certain element Dunlap, Bicimrdson, Hanlon, and Thomp-
in the public is treating him, and if it | son. A number of those mentioned are
were not for the slurs of the newspapers disincUned to go, as they think they would
the public would not do it. As for the rather rest during the winter,
hireamen on the papers who are writing President S-oden, of the Boston Club,
all this stuff, I suppose they are doing as says that Detroit Las an average attendance
they are told. There ii certainly no at home games of about twelve or fifteen
foundation for their statements. You can hundred persons. “They want to keep up
say for me that the tone of the newspa- their big club, with all itf high-priced
pers is no reflection of the spirit which ex- players, and let New York. Chicago, Bos-
ists among the boys. On the contrary, the ton, and Philadelphia pay for them.”
majority of us are thoroughly indignant Soden bitterly opposes the percentage plan,
over it all." “I have umpired for both organizations,
Jnst inside the office stood Anson him- and let me tell you the League is away
self in conversation with Ed Hengle. ahead of the Association," said Umpire
“I see the newspapers have got every- Daniels. “To begin with, the League has
thing fixed for you next year, Anson,” von- better batters, snd its players.see and play
tureu your correspondent. much finer points. The 8t. Louis Browns?
"Yes,” said the big fellow, with a smile. Yes, they are a wonderful team, but the
“Williamson aud Pfeffer are going to leave Detroits can win^ from them by virtue ol
us, and Clarkson is going to Boston next superior batting."year.” This talk about grand-stand players, so
• “I presume that is a fact?” often used to disparage a good play by a
‘0, yes. Just about as much a fact, so member of a team, ought to be shelved.
far as 1 can judge, as the balance of the A player who puts forth his best effort to
rot these fellows telegraphed to their I effect a difficult catch, or makes a grand
by a solemn dirge sung by a choir in wi,iCh do their work with least tendency
the ladies gallery. An appropriate U0 for(^ a ve88ep8 iee 8ide down. They
address was delivered by the chaplain, |lre 8ftfe Bail8 to iibe or veer round nn.
occupying about fifty minutes, rhe der \,cfor() the wind ; hence, perhaps,
closmg hymn was sung by the choir, I the term Tbe le at which
and the funeral procession was then tbe weather Clig0 D{ ftjjb stands has
formed, moving through the ro tends to much to do witb this lifting qualitv, for
the east portico of the Capitol, where a 0Dtter>s (orc8ai]i tbougb triangular,
the carnages were in waiting. The h, not found a lifting sail. Next to a
funeral car, thongh simple, was very jib the 8ail wbicb b88 moat of this
tasteful and elegant. Ihe bier was do- power is n0 donbt |bo lateen (latin?)
coated with funeral urns, and the 8ad 0f the South, particularly as set
canopy over the coffin was surmounted tho foremast of afolncca, while
by an eagle, the whole being covered the splendid lifting power of the lateen-
with velvet and crape. The oar was 8aji ufty bave iC(i to its being retained
drawn by six elegant white horses, ag jjead sail in the strange combi-
caparisoned in black, and led by grooms nation of rig8 8een in tho Turkish
in white scarfs. Ihe funeral cortege, Ye8gei which is known as a xebec. In
preceded by a troop of horses Mid a many respect8 the rig of an old French
battalion of infantry, moved in long man.of.War ketch, with her stay-sad
and imposing procession to the Con- andtw0 jibs in piace 0f tho foremast
gressional cemetery. The coffin was and greati iateen-sail, is an improve-
then deposited in tho receiving vault, menf ber st&v-sail and jibs being
after the performanee of the burial Iighter t0 handiei thongh in a sea-way
service of the Protestant Episcopal ber long bowsprit wonldbeonobiec-
Church, hut was subsequently removed tion, and with the wind a trifle free,
to the family tomb at Quincy, Mass. the single spread of canvas for the
George Ashmun used to tell a story lateen-sail would give more speed.—
about an auctioneer who was provok- Eobert c% Leslie, in Harper’s Maga-
ingly annoyed while in the exercise of fjne>
his profession by the ludicrous bids of a * — -
fellow whose sole object seemed to be To Marry or Not To Marry,
to make sport for the buyers rather The oxpensiveness of feminine dress,
than himself to buy. At length, en- 1 habits, and fancies is the text of many
papers while we were down East But let elide to reach a base, or, in fact, does any-
me tell von that if they do go, the Chicago thing else to advance the interesta of his ...... ........ , ...... .... _ _IVD| _____ _ _ ___ ___ _ ___
J “*0 ivuku win •• ™ r -round the room for a champion to quadnipled “on assuming the conjugal
cism they are subjeoting you to?”
“Well, I will tell yon. In the first place
his side.— Cincwnari Enquirer.
I am not working for the public, but for
the Chicago Ball Club, and so long as the
OUR FORESTS.
clnb is satisfied I don’t care what the news- A Suggeitlon for Their Protection and
papera say. On the contrary, I like it Preservation,
and hope they will continue to be as [Washington special]
windy as they are at present 1 have an Chief Fernow, of the forestry division
idea that it may all result beneficially to of the Department of Agriculture, after a
A. C. Anson some day. Meantime I shall careful survey of the ground, reaches the
hsndle my team as I think best, and shall conclusion that the forest area owned by
play ball ae well aa I know how.” the United States Government represents
President Spalding, as maybe imagined, a capital of at least $280,000,000, and that
is none too kindly disposed toward the the annual loss by fire will average $8,000,-
men who have started these malicious re- 000. He proposes that the Government
ports, hat as is always the ease with him make accurate surveys of this wooded land
under such circumstances he haa kept his and withdraw it from sale and pre-emp-
temper admirably through it all. “If there tion, and that it employ a few trained
waa a tingle partiele of truth in it, ” said I foresters, with a suitable number
he, “1 should have nothing to eav; of assistants, to protect the tim-
hat for newspapers to deliberately ber from burning and rain, which
state what they know is not true when they comes of the indiscriminate me of the ax.
know that such statements are calculated The cost of this system would be incon-
to belittle the team is rough. Tbe team ia siderable compared with its benefits. Com-
not demonliaed. Anson has not been puting tbe forest area of tbe State of Col-
bratal toward the men. There are no hard orado, for instance, at 5,000,000 of acres,
feelings existing between him and hia it ia not probable that its proper care
players, and the men whom it has been would call for an outlay of more than
stated will leave the dab this fall, will, $300,000 a year, whereas the forest fires
so far as I now know, wear the uniform of alone destroy at least three timee that
avenge. his wrongs, fixed his eyes upon noose.” Careers, it is claimed, are
a bipod of huge dimensions, a very spoiled by premature marriage, and one
monarch in strength, and cried out : writer has the hardihood to affirm it to
“Marlow, what shall I give you to put be “a matter of fact that the greatest
that fellow out?” “I take one $5 bill. ” men who have lived were childless and
“Done ! done ! you shall have it.” As- wifeless men.” This is explained by the
auming the ferocious,— knitting his distractions of housekeeping and “the
brows, spreading his nostrils like a infinite task of laboring to satisfy wives
lion’s, and putting on the wolf all over brought up with the idea that economy
his head and shoulders, — old Marlow hg meaness.” The disposition to con-
tbe Chicago Club next year as (hey have | amount; so that, were one-third of these
done this. Clarkson haa never had any fires prevented, the saving would wipe out
cause to complain of the treatment ac- every dollar of expense. Moreover, from the
corded him since he haa played sale of timber the Government would leap
ball with the White Stockings, a liberal income. Forests can be judicious.
and if he has any wish to |o to^Boston it ty penned, not only without^ hnrting^t hem
is because he lives there an< _____ _
to be near his home— not because he has dnetive powers. The direction of inch
not been well treated here. However, work must be, however, in the hands of an
these statements made by the papers are expe**-
strode off to the aggressor, and, seizing
the terrified wretch by the collar, said
to him in a whisper that was heard all
over the room. “My good frin, you go
out with me I give you half the money 1”
“Done 1 done!” said the fellow. “Hur-
rah! hurrah!” shouted the audience.
The auctioneer had the good sense to
join in the laugh, and coolly forked out
theY.
vert homes into costly museums of old
china brio-a-brac, useless furniture,
etc., instead ofunaippreciated books,
studying to simplifv and minimize the
requirements of daily living, is another
vioe charged upon the modern woman.
“She makes nothing and wants every-
thing,” one complaint puts ii “Living
costs too much,” saya another, summing
up a thousand objections in one. It may
be observed, however, in regard to
much of this faultfinding, that it pro-
ceeds upon a narrow view of life and
its objects. A pretty effective reply
to all is the contribution made to the
discussion by a young lady who says:
“One has only to look around him to
see that tho married men are the most
regular, temperate, law-abiding, and
prosperous. —Baltimore Stm,
Modesty and Discretion,
Most men like modest girls best.
Modesty is discretion; that’s all The
modest girl won’t let you hold her hand
when there’s anybody likely to see; but
she’s whole-souled when there’s nobody
looking and gives you both her hands.
I have known young ladies who would
squeeze your hand tenderly, look into
your eyes, and do everything that waa
agreeable in the most shameless man-
ner before other people; but when they
were alone with you they’d ait half a
mile off and talk primly about the
The nse of traveling is to regulate
imagination by reality, and instead of
thinking how things may b$, to see
them as they bjq.— Johnson.
—Circuit Jndge Jadkius ordered a Grand
Rapids architect to examine the new Lake
County Court House at Baldwin. In hia
report the architect said that the building
would not stand longer than spring, os tbe
brick was very inferior. This will proba-
bly end the Ion? court- bouse fight, and
Luther's offer of $6,000 and a site be ac-
cepted. A large amoant of money haa
been expended on the condemned bnilding
by Baldwin parties, who will lose their
cash. A sharp investigation will be started
by tha Jndge.
—There is a cow at Iibpeming that
knows a thing or two if she ia bnt a cow.
Har favorite food ia the red geranium, al-
though other flowers, shrubbery, and even
lawn grass, if choice, are eaten. She can
recognize the ponndmaster two blocks
away, and will ran from a policeman aa
naturally as any other thief. She can open
a garden gate as handily as a peraon, and
will always elose it after ber unless bard
pressed by some would-be captor. A com-
mittee of prominent citizens baa bean ap-
pointed to place ber in custody, bnt aha haa
already learned their Identity, and not one
eon get within gunshot of her.
— Ferrinton is one of the 1887 towns of
Michigan, ao will not be found in the
"Slate Gazetteer.” It is on tbe new To-
ledo, Baginaw and Mnikegon Railroad,
situated in the township of Fulton, Gratiot
County; is ten miles sontnweet of Ithaca
and fourteen miles aonth of Alma. Good
fsrming country. Plotted last April. Pop-
ulation, 150. Haa one general store, on#
grocery, one drag store, one hardware
store, one meat market, one shoe store, one
harness shop, one blacksmith and
wagon shop, one saw and planing mill, on#
hotal, one livery stable, one ashery, one
barber shop, and, last bnt not least, one
newspaper. There are located there one
physician, one auctioneer, two pain tors,
eight carpenters, four masons, one dray-
man, one architect, and numerous real-
estate operators.
—A few months ago tbe village of Ash-
ley waa incorporated, and within a week of
its birth a special election waa held to
bond the plaoe for $8,500 for water works.
It waa a tacitly understood matter that do
water works were wanted, but that tbs said
bonds wen to be given to the Toledo,
Saginaw and Muskegon Railroad, and Ihe
securities were handed over to the cor-
poration. Abraham Bbellanbarger, a red-
dent of the village, refuses to pay the tax
naasaad for intend on the bonds, and haa
piocnnd a restraining injunction, the re-
sult of wbieh will be that tbe substrata of
tbs whole bonding badness will be sired
in the eourts, and an attempt will be made
by W. A. Balke, the plaintiff’s attorney, to
show that the town waa only incorporated
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WILLIAM H. ROGERS* Editor.
Saturday, Sept. 17, 1887.
DiEO:—Mtud and Minnie Ghetfleld, in-
fant daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Greeley
Ghetfleld, of Olive Center; one of the in
fants died the 7th inst. and one last
Wednesday.
We have received complimentary
tickets to the West Michigan Agrlcul
tural and Industrial Society’s Fair at
Grand Rapids, Mich.* September 19th to
28rd, 1887, for which we return our thanks.
Those wishing to attend the Gram
Rapids or Jackson Fairs, tickets will be
sold at Hyland to either place for one fare
for the round trip on September 19, 20,
21, 22 and 23, good to return not later
than September 24.
On Tuesdays, September 20, 27, and
October 4, 11, and 18, tickets will be sold
at Holland to Chicago at $4.95 for the
round trip, including admission to the ex-
position. Tickets will be good to return
until and including the following Monday
after each Tuesday. All should avail
themselves of this opportunity to see Chi
cago and the great exposition.
“In a swimming contest for ladles at
Coney Island, four girls of sweet sixteen
took part. Three of them swam 1%
miles, and Tinnle Baars, the winner,
swam 13^ miles in 57 minutes. There was
a considerable strong tide and a very
choppy sea against them.”— W. 7. World.
Could 'Macatawa’s fair surf bathers beat
this record?
A number of people have said: "You
are making a good paper now; can you
keep it up to its present standard?” We
have made no promises, except to make
as good a paper as we can, but we intend
to try to make it good enough for every-
body to take, and we are greatly encour-
aged by words of congratulation from
many good judges of what a local paper
ought to be.
licensed for general use. He would most
freely place the recipe of Boschee’a Ger-
man Syrup and Green’s August Flower
under such laws, had he the proper pro-
lection, and thereby save the prejudice of
the people, and avoid the competition and
imitation of worthless medicines.— (topisd
from the Chicago Mail, Aug. 3, '87.
Renews Her Tenth.
Mrs. Phoebe Chesley, Peterson, Clay
Co., Iowa, tells the following remarkable
story, the truth of which is vouched for
by the residents of the town: "I am 73
years old, have been troubled with kidney
complaint and lameness for many years;
could not dress myself without help.
Now I am free from all pain and soreness,
and am able to do all my own housework.
I owe my thanks to Electric Bitters for
having renewed my youth, and removed
completely all disease and pain.” Try a
bottle, 50c. and $1, at Yates & Kane’s,




Davidson & Co . retorned hero Tuesday.
School began Monday with Nellie Owen, of the
Lake Shore, as teacher.
Matthew Fellows, of Olive, took the train here
Monday for Syracuse. N. I.
Putting in fall grain and cutting corn fodder Is
the order of the day at present.
Mrs. Trumble has been qpnflned to her bed for a
few days;— Malaria and general weakness.
We have had no damaging frosts as yet. The
slight frost of August 25th was six days earlier
than the slight frost of last year.
A heavy rain fell again Monday evening. With
the amount of rain we have had lately and the
warm weather there will be some fall feed.
Delegates from here attended the County Sun-
day School Convention last Saturday at Grand
Haven . A revival in Sunday School work through-
out the county may be expected.
Wo understand that the general government at
Gokey's store has been changed; the lady of the
house reigning sunreme now. Cause: Mr. G.
was too good natured and could not talk business
to people.
M. L. Robinson ha&in bis possession a rare
relic in the form of a letter sent to his grandfather
from New York to Ohio in the year 1838, no stamp
or envelope being used. The letter was folded in
the form of an envelope and sealed with wax,
twenty-five cents was the postage and was re-






Our esteemed contemporary, De Grond-
wt, passed Into its twenty-eighth year last
week and we never knew it. The pub-
lisher, Mr. L. Mulder, has had charge of
"the helm” for a score of years and his
experience in the vicissitudes of life as y*,.. pi • q,
newspaper publisher has beencrowned| lOP In6 vIOthinQ otOPC
with success, as his paper is now the lead-
ing Holland journal in the United States
and its circulation nearly reaches the 5,000
mark. Continued prosperity and success
is ever our wish and desire.
MEYER, BROUWER
&C0.,
are offering great bar-
gains in
Wall Paper.
The largest stock of
CARPETS
in the city and a fine
assortment of all kinds
bf
Furniture
at Rock Bottom Prices
TAILORS AND HATTERS.
Have the Goods! The right goods
and plenty of them for ah immense
Pall Trade. The past season has far
exceeded all expectations. Per the
coming Pail Trade we have made
every preparation. With the host
quality of goods at prices that are
unquestionably EIGHT, we are con-




“Queen ot tlie Lakes
F. L. JOHNSON, Master.
This large and beautiful side-wheel steam-
er plying between Holland City and
the Macatawa and Ottawa Beach
ResorU will run until further
notice on the follow-
ing time:
Leave R. R. Dock, Holland, at 8 a. m.,
10:20 a. m., 2 p. m., and 0:25 p. m.
Leave Resorts at 8:45 a. m., 12:40 p. m.
4:55 p. m., and 7:50 p. m.
NEW STORE
-AND-
The Allegan Fair follows the Fair at
this place and will undoubtedly prove
more satisfactory to the directors and
officers than the one of last year when the
two occurred the same week. One of
Allegan's most live and energetic citizens,
Mr. 8. D. Pond, is the Secretary and his
name alone is almost a guarantee that the
Fair will be a success. Farmers and
fruitgrowers in the townships south of
this city will have an opportunity to make
exhibits at both places and they should
do so. .
"All quiet on the Potomac” and busi-
ness booming,— over eleven miles of fence
orders have been taken by the agent for
the spring’s work. Now is your chance
to get the best, most ornamental, and easi-
est cared for, fence for less price than you
could grow it yourself if some one gave
you ihe plants for nothing. Examine the
plans, get the terms, and then give your
orders for a Hedge such as only experi-
ence in the work can give you. No Bo-
hemian oats, no lightning rod scheme, but
honest work giving value received for
•very dollar we get. References given by
the thousand of farmers who have finished
fences, and any bank in Michigan. Look
it up at Headquarters of Company, Kala-
mazoo ; Agent located in Holland, Mich.
People Demand Protection.— Patent
Medicines,
What are they ? As a general thing they
are prescriptions having been used with
great success by old and well-read Phy-
sicians. Thousands of invalids have been
unexpectedly cured by their use, and they
are the wonder and dread of Physicians
and Medical Colleges in the U. S., so
much so, that Physicians graduating at
Medical Colleges are required to dlacoun-
tenance Proprietary Medicines, as through
them 'the country doctor loses bis most
profitable practice. As a manufacturer of
Proprietary Medicines, Dr. G. G. Green,
of Woodbury, N. J., advocates most cor-
dially,— in order to prevent the risk that
the sick snd afflicted are liable to, almost
daily by the nso of Patent Medicines put
out by inexperienced persons for aggran-
dizement only, and the employing of in-
experienced and incompetent doctors by
which almost every village and town is
cursed ; and men claiming to be doctors
who had better be undertakers, experi-
menting with their patients and robbing
them of their money and health,— for the
good of the afflicted that our government
protect its people by making laws to reg-
ulate the practice of medicine by better
experienced and more thoroughly edu-
cated Physicians, and thereby keep up
the honor and credit of the profession, al-
so form laws for the recording of recipes
of Proprietary Medicines, under examina-
tion and decision of experienced Chemists
and Physicians appointed for that pur*
pose by the Government, before they are
JOEH&N & DYKEttA
Who have the largest and best stock of
FALL AND WINTER
CLOTHING
FOR MEN AND BOYS
In the City.
-OYERCOATS
In all grades, styles, and at all prices.
HATS wi CAPS,
We have the largest stock of Fur Capa in
the City. A big line.
Gent’s Furnishing Goods
AND UNDERWEAR.
Everything sold at the closest possible
prices, We are bound to sell to all.
Call and See Us !
JONKMAN & DYKEMA.
Holland, Mlah., Sept 15, 1887. 11-ly.
HOPE COLLEGE,
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Opens September 21, 1887.
Gbammar School, Normal, and Collegiate De-
partments— with fall Courses of Btudj,
A Faculty —of eight experienced Professors, and
two Instructors.
Expenses :-Board, $2 to $2.50 per Week.
Incidental Fee, 85 per Term .
Attention Is called to the Normal Department,
jast opened, with Prof. P. A. Latte In special
charge.
The Institution is open to both sexes.
At Hope College there is also a Theological
Seminary.
For farther Information or Catalogues, address
Prop. C. Doesbubq, 8«c. of Faculty, or
Rev. Chableb Boorr, D. D.,33-2t Pmident.
AND SEE.









"THE 300-MA0KINAW 8HQBT LINE.”
Only Direct Route to Marquette and the Iron and
Copper Regions of the Upper Peninsnla
of Michigan.
Two TkMl Traits eacl war iallr makiii
close connectloiis li Moil Depots
at all Points.
Wagner Parlor Cars and Superb
Wagner Sleeping Cars,
bnllt eqpresBly for this line, on all express trains.
The territory traversed is famous for its
Unexcelled Hunting and Fishing
Tickets for sale at all points via this route.
Vo rMaps, Folders, Rates and InformaUon, address
' . B. W. ALLEN,
Gea iPsss. t Ticket Agt, Marquette, Mich.
Meyer, Brouwer
A Co,





and large excursions will be
given reduced rates.
DAILY EXCURSIONS
On Lake Michigan at 8 o’clock p. m.,
weather permitting.
Freight Rates made known on application.








Rogers’ Knives, Forks and
Spoons.
A large assortment of Gold,
Silver and Steel Spectacles,
Eye Glasses, Etc.








Solid and Plated Ware,
Spectacles, Etc.
We have just occupied our
new store on the corner of
Market and Eighth Streets,
and will be pleased to see the
people of Hoilaud and vicinity
at any time. We are selling
Goops cheaper than ever and
intend to give customers their
money’s worth
Call early and make good
purchases and be assured of
good bargains.
We have some very fine novel-
ties in Jewelry.
0. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 18. 1887.
THE
MISSES 1ERKMAN
Have received a new line of attractive
Millinery Goods
Which are being sold at astonishingly
low prices.
Store next door to News Office.
C. A. STEVENSON.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 4, 1887. 27-lyr.
SPRING and SUMMER
1887.
A full line of
White Goods.’SateensJand
Table Linens,
, has been recelved||at
G. Van Putten & Sons,
and many New and Desirable Goode.
Our Block of
-GE.0CEB.IES-




To examine our stock and compare prices
before purchasing elnewhere.
We have the latest styles of
Hats, Eoimets, etc.






and all in the new shades and colors.
Gall and See Our Goods.
, 0. VAN PCTTEN $ SONS.
Holland, Mich.. May 5. 1887.
Stamping Done to Drder.
MISSES WERKMAN.
Holland, Mich.* June 20, .1887. 20-tf.




Youth's Km aM Easy Vision Restored.
These glasses are ground on a NEW
PRINCIPLE.whjch gives the aid the eye
requires without causing any strain or







Our Xagazines^r * 'V V'* . .
CENTUBY:—The September Century has
both a holiday and a political flaror, In
each of which respects it makes a strong
appeal to current interests. The second
part of “Snubbia’ Through Jersey,” by
Mr. Hopkinson Smith and Mr. J. B. Mil-
let, narrating a unique summer excursion
in a canal boat, is even more rollicking
than that already published. The Lincoln
History reaches a subject of special cur-
rent interest, namely, Lincoln’s nomina-
tion and election; the special topics being
the two Baltimore conventions which
nominated Douglas and Johnson and Bell
and Everett respectively, the Chicago con-
vention which nominated Lincoln, and
the campaign which followed; after which
comes a chapter on "The Beginnings of
the Rebellion,” including a temperate
consideration of the purposes and organi-
zation of the original secessionists. The
subject of the present Installment of the
War Series is "The Siege of Petersburg,”
including four short Untechnical papers
fully illustrated, and presenting the two
chief events of the siege. These papers
are "The Tragedy of the Crater,” by
Major William H. Powell; "The Colored
Troops at Petersburg," by General Henry
G. Thomas; and “The Dash into the
Crater,” by George L. Kilmer, who was
also a participant in "The Assault and
Repulse at Fort Stedman,” which he de-
scribes from the point of view of Fort
Haskell; altogether, perhaps no events In
the whole series have been more vividly
presented. The illustrations have much
variety and the highest possible authen-
ticity.
6t. Nicholas:— The number opens with
a delightful frontispiece, by Mary Hallock
Foote, illustrating "Tib Tyler’s Beautiful
Mother,” a charming tale of life at a sea-
side watering-place, by Nora Perry.
There are several seasonable but inoffen-
sive little morals tucked away in the story,
together with some dainty drawings by
Albert E. Sterner. “The Boyhood of
William Dean Howells” is pleasantly
treated by William H. Ridelng, and will
carry encouragement to many young liter-
ary aspirants; General Adam Badeau
writes comprehensively and thrillingly of
,the "Battle of Gettysburg” and of Pic-
kett’s glorious but futile charge; while
George J. Manson shows the young man
who is "Ready for Business,” and wishes
to become a "Sea captain,” the bright
and seamy sides of a sailor’s life and the
best and safest way of accomplishing his
ambition. The serials by Miss Baylor
and by H. H. Boyesen are continued, with
joy for "Juan and Juanita,” and sorrow
for “Fiddle- John’s Family.” The “Brown-
ies’’ indulge in "Archery;” there are
poems by Helen Gray Cone, F. D. Sher-
man, Lizbeth B. Comins, Henry Tyrrell,
0. Herford, and others; and pictures,
among others, by Robert Blum, Alfred
Brennan, George Wharton Edwards,
Henry Sandham, Lizbeth B. Comins, 0.
Herford. and C. I. Vogt
complete information about each, from
the form of Invitation to "farewell.M Pub-
lished by W. Jennings Dumbest, 1
East 14th Street, New York.
A physician in a box is what some
people cal! Laxador. They are right its a
great physic.
Easily answered.— If a strong man, who
has frequently suffered pain, grows impa-
tient and rebellious, how much morq im-
patient should be the baby who does not
knovt what suffering - means. For the
pains of colic, teething, etc., Dr. Bull’s




Holland, Mich., Sept. 13, 1887.
The Common Connell met pnrenant to adjourn-
ment and In the abience of the Mayor was called
to order by the prealdent pro tern Aid. Harrington.
Present: Aid. Harrington, Carr, Steketee, Kuile
and Van Ark, and the City Clerk.
Beading of the mlnnlea was suspended.
A. A. Finch presented bill for eight months ser-
vice ae fireman, amount $8.66.-Allowed and a
warrant ordered lasned on the city treasurer in
payment thereof.
Aid. Herrington of the Committee on Waye and
Meana gave notice thet at the next meeting of the
council he would Introduce an ordinance entitled,
“An Ordinance making the annual appropriation
jMfor the City of Holland, for the year A. D.
Aid. Kramer and DeVries here appeared and
took their seate,
The Committee on Claims and Accounta re-
ported on bill of E. J. Harrington.
Aid. Carr moved that the bill of E. J. Harring-
ton and the report of the Committee on Claims
and Accounta on aaid bill be and the same are
hereby allowed to be withdrawn.— Carried.
The Committee on City Library reported num-
hera, titles, and names of authors of nineteen
books missing from the Holland City Library.
Aid. Steketee moved that the matter be referrea
back to the Committee with InstrucMona to take
such action ae they deem proper ior the recovery
of the missing books.— Carried .
Aid. Steketee moved that the snm of three hun-
dred and fifty-two dollars and fifteen cents be
loaned from the general fund and placed to the
credit of Market street special street assessment
dlstilctlnnd.— Carried.
The secretary of Hose Co. Ho. 1, reported the
ro6i"nation of H. Van der Pool and A. Finch as
members of said company, and the election of
Gerrit Molegraaf, as a member of said company,
subject to the approval of the Common Connell.—Approved. .... M ^
The Board of Water Commissioners presented a
statement ol the financial condition of the water
fund and the amount of money necessary to be
raised for said fund for the purpose of maintain-
ing, repairing, and running the Holland City
Water Works for one year.— Accepted and placed
The Board of Assessors reported a spec
ment roll for Sonth Cedar street special ------
sessment district.— Accepted, placed on file in the
office of the City Clerk, and numbered, that the
City Clerk cause notice of same to be printed in
the Holland Citt News for two weeks, and that
Tuesday, the 4th day of October, 1887, at 7 :30 p. m.
bo fixed as the time when the Common Council
and Board ol Assessors will meet to review said
assessment.
E. J. Harrington presented a claim of ten dol-
lars for attending the examination of witnesses In
the case of George Honter as Commissioner of
Highways vs. City of Holland, by request of the
attorneys for the city, and wltneas fees and ex-
penses paid out In said cause for the city.— Al-
lowed and a warrant Issued on the city treasurer
in payment thereof.
Council adjourned to Tuesday, September 20th,
1887, at 7:30 p. m.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Analyzing the Baking Powders.
:ial assess-
street as-
Scribneb’s:— This magazine for Sep-
tember opens with a fully illustrated arti-
cle on "The Modern Nile,” by Edward
L. Wilson, one of the most enthusiastic
and skilful of the travellers and photog-
raphers. In this article Mr. Wilson de-
scribes a Nile journey from the Delta a
thousand miles to the Second Cataract,
not in the conventional manner of the
ordinary traveller, but from the fresh
point of view 'of an experienced and
thoughtful observer. September being
the month in which occurs the centennial
of the Federal Constitution, Mr. Moncure
D. Conway’s article, entitled "An Unpub-
lished Draft of a National Constitution by
Edmund Randolph, Found among the
Papers of George Mason,” is especially
timely. In the course of extended re-
search in preparation of the biography of
Randolph, Mr. Conway came upon this
intereating historical document. It is in
the handwriting of Edmund Randolph,
with annotations by James McClurg, one
of his colleagues in the Convention of
1787. In it are found not only many of
the germs of the Constitution aa afterward
developed aud perfected by the Conven-
tion, but very important evidences of a
strong opinion In favor of centraiizipg
power in the General Government, and
other points of the greatest interest. Parts
of this doenment is re-prodnefcd in fac-
simile.
Demobest's:— We were lately asked
what magazine had made the most prog-
ress during the past year, and were una-
ble to give an answer; but Demmsl'r
Monthly for September having just arrived
calls the question to our mindi:and an ex-
amination of this elegant Family Maga-
zine obliges us to admit that it would be
difficult for any publication to show. more
enterprise apd progress. The publishers
are now taking great interest in Remuner-
ative Home Work for Women, and In this
number publish a prize article on that sub-
ject. All the ‘Depa*tafam» sire sb com-
plete that there is nothing left to be de-
sired; information can be found herein on
every point interesting to the household,
even to the monthly news. We notices
great acquisition to the already fall list of
contributors, Mrs. Christine Terhune Her-
rick, who has commenced a series of arti-
cles on Seasonable Entertainments; giving
Under the direction of the New York
State Board of Health, eighty-four differ-
ent kinds of baklug powders, embracing
all the brands that could be found for sale
in the State, were submitted to examina-
tion and analysis by Prof. C. F. Chandler,
a Member.of the State Board and Presi-
dent of the New York City Board of
Health, assisted by Prof. Edward G. Love,
the well-known United States Govern-
ment chemist.
The official report shows that a large
number of -the powders examined were
found to contain alum or lime; many of
them to such an extent as to render them
seriously objectionable for use in the pre-
paration of human food.
Alum was found In twenty-nine
samples. This drug is employed in bak-
powders to cheapen their coat. The pres-
ence of lime is attributed to the impure
cream of tartar of commerce used in their
manufacture. Such cream of tartar was
also analzed, and found to contain lime
and other Impurities; in some samples to
the entent of 93 per cent of their entire
weight.
All the baking powders in the market,
with the single exception of "Royal” (not
including the alum aud phosphate pow-
ders, which were long since discarded as
unsafe or inefficient by prudent house-
keepers) are made from the Impure cream
of tartar of commerce, and consequently
contain lime to a corresponding extent.
The only baking powder yet found by
chemical analysis to be entirely free from
lime and absolutely pure is the "Royal.”
This perfect purity results from the exclu-
sive use of cream of tartar specially re-
fined and prepared by patent processes
which totally remove the tartrate of lime
and other impurities. The cost of this
chemically pure cream of tartar Is much
greater than any other, and on account of
this greater cost is used in no baking pow-
der but the "Royal.”
Prof. Love, who made the analysis of
baking powders for the New York State
Board of Health, as well as for the Govern-
ment, says of the purity and wholesome-
ness of the "Royal:”
"I have tested a package of Royal Bak-
ing Powder, which I purchased in the
open market, and find it composed of
pure and wholesome ingredients. It is a
cream of tartar, powder of a high degree
of meriti and does not contain either alum
or phosphates or any injurious substance.
E. G. Love, Ph. D.”
Love does not. ask for perfection; it
asks only for its own. You cannot pro-
pitiate it with gifts, nor satisfy it with
all the virtues, if you cannot p$y it
back value for value, in its coin; and if
this tribute be paid it will forgive every
A man in New York, seeing two po-
licemen, dropped sixteen dozen meer-
schaum pipes and ran. It is supposed
that he was going somewhere to hajye a
quiet smoke. . \ #
In Brief, and to the Point.
Dyspepsia is dreadful. Disordered liver
ismlaery. Indigestion is a foe to goo<
nature.
The human digestive apparatus It one
of the most complicated and wonderfu
things in existence. It Is easily put out
of order.
Greasy food, tough food, sloppy food,
bad cookery, mental worry, late hours,
irregular habits, and many other things
which ought not to be, have made the
American people a nation of dyspeptics.
But Green't August Flower has done a
wonderful work In reforming this sac
business and making the American people
so healthy that they can enjoy their meals
and be happy. 1 *
Remember:— No happiness without
health. But Green's August Flower brings
health and happiness to the dyspeptic.
Aak your druggist for a bottle. Seventy
five cents.
Mbs. Platt has written a poem to
show that the only happy womai is
dead.
The Ohioago Inter-State Exposition.
Tha great Inland City of America now
comes to the front with its Fifteenth Con-
secutive Annual Inter-State Exhibition of
the products of Science, Industry and Art,
opening Wednesday, September 7, and
closing Saturday, October 22.
The Mammoth Building is now crowded
with exhibits from almost every part of
the civilized world, illustrating every de-
partment of human activity, with its latest
and best products. It is impossible to do
this great collection justice by noticing it
in detail. In some important respects it
has never been equaled at any temporary
exhibition, and in scarcely any respect
has it ever been excelled. All railway
and transportation lines give reduced rates
to visitors, and there Is every Indication
that the usual attendance of about 500,000
will be well nigh doubled. It certainly
will be if the intelligent, enterprising,
well-to-do people of the Northwest proper-
ly appreciate the opportunity it affords.
Canker humors of every description,
whether in the mouth, throat, or stomach,
are expelled from the system by the use
of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. No other remedy
can compare with this, as a cure for all
diseases originating in impure or impover-
ished blood.
Worth Knowing.
Mr. W. H. Morgan, merchant, Lake
City, Fla., was taken with a severe Cold,
attended with a distressing Cough and
running into Consumption in its first
stages. He tried many so-called popular
cough remedies and steadily grew worse.
Was reduced in flesh, had difficulty in
breathing and was unable to sleep. Final-
ly tried Dr. King’s New Discovery for
Consumption and found immediate relief,
and after using about half a dozen bottles
found himself well and has had no return
of the disease. No other remedy can
show so grand a record of cures, as Dr.
King’s New Discovery for Consumption.
Guaranteed to do just what is claimed for
it.— Trial bottle free at Yates & Kane’s,
Holland, and A. De Kruif’s, Zeeland.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, highly concentrated,
s the most economical blood purifier that
can be used.
LADIES WANTED.
A lady agent is wanted in every city and village ;
also ladies to travel and solicit orders for Madame
Wood’s Corsets and Corded Corset Waists, Tam-
pico Forms, Hose Supporters, Steel Protectors,
Ladies’ Friend, etc. Agents are making from
Twenty to Fifty Dollars a week.
Send for circulars and price-list to B. Wood, 54
Sonth Salina Street. Syracuse, N. Y.
Our itarltttis.
\7AN DUREN BROS., dealers In Boota and
EV*hfetA lw*e “wrtmeat »lway. on hud.
CPRIETSMA 8.. manufacturer of and dealer In
‘nd8h0e
Bank.
H ^ exctmnge^b' ^ aD(^ ̂ ome8^c
promptly attended to. Eighth street. ° CCt 008
Clothing.
"DOSMAN, j. W., Merchant Tailor, keeps the
.8tock cloth8 wul Ready-made




CEp™tiuTG 8T0Ka' Kreme"> 4 ““j-
udDlSc".'n,lmtl°rled K«r W-t,
SCW0arfTE&?-a*’ M' ?•’ of First
"VTATES & KANE, druggist, and bookseller,
and RiwitoeSJ8 fre8h an^CulnPIe'0. Eighth
DryGooda and Groceries.
street opp. Union School building 1 lh
teralwarB on hand. River street, wr iSKb
ST?SfS,PETH& C5 - ̂ e'ai dealer In




Caps, Flonr, Provisions, etc. River street.
WEChea£ cii?’ R?"irop20i?r?f the ph®nlx
i/„. . Gneap Cash Store and dealer In General
Merchandise, cor. River and Tenth streets.
Fire and Life Insurance.
1 .A-.F,r® and Life Insurance
Furniture.
MET??’ B.R,?U'VER * CO., Dealers In all
ivl kinds of Jrurnitnro, Curtains, Wall Panor
Carpets, Picture Frames, etc.; River St. ̂  ’
Flour Mills,
CV fJrfnV p- tpeker, proprietor, manu-
’ “d olllcr br‘“d»
KOt) Manufacture rs of
_ Hardware.
dealer in Geperal Hardware,
.trec>?opVp Po«oil"i.011'' GlM‘' etc-
Jlghthgtreet. 8leam IUIp*’ wt,od and l,0D Pa®P*’
Produce. Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)
{Corrtcted every Friday by B, J. Barring/on.)
Apples, 25c. ; Beans, $1. to $1.25; Butter, I8cta;
?5*5?0?: Hoaey’9tol0ci C^ons, 80c; Potatoer,
RETAIL.
Apples 30c;Beans $1.25 to $1.50: BiUtet 20c; Egas
13c. Honey, 12c; Onions, $1.00; Potatoes, 80 cents.
Grain, Feed, Eto.
(wholesale.)
(Corrected every Friday by W. E .n*och.\
Bnc k wheat , 40c ; Bran 0 100 lbs., 75c; Barley
g cwt, $1.10, Clover seed,# bn.$3.75; Corn Meal
* cwt, $l; Corn, ihollod, — , 44; Flour
$4.00; Fine Corn Meal, # 100 lbs., $1.40; Feed, W
ton $19.00; Hay, 9 @ $10; Middlings, # 100 lbs;,
Me; Oats, 28 cts. ; Pearl Barley, # too lbs., $6 00 •
8red’ *2-75! wheat, *hl5
70c, Red Fultz, 70c; Lancaster Red, 72c Corn
ear, 44c.
„ , BITAIL. %
B^wheat.eoc; Bran, # 100 lbs., 80c; Barley, «
0#°r «*ed’ *>>•, $5.00; cJr"
tt-W; Coro, shelled, 55c; Flour,
c£rn meAl’ * 100 $1.60; Feed, W
ton*?.1-00: FfdJ? 100 lbs., Mb; Hay, $12 06.
MlddUngi’ # 100 fca., 85; Oats, 38 cents;M I00a>'*.$?-0°; Rye, 50c; Timothy
Seed, $3.00; Corn, ear, 55c.
§USi«f^ gjitMtOrij.
Attorneys and Justices.
'VIEKEMA G.J., Attorney at Law. Collectionsy promptly attended to. Office, Van der
Veen s block, Eighth street.
°f the Peace, Notary
Pobllc, and Pension Claim Agent, River St.,
near Te th. ’
>OBT.J.C., Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
. . Office: Post’s Block, comer Eighth and
River streets.
Bakeries.
yAN DOMMELBN, P., wholesale and retail
V «*ljer of.Tuak, (bucuit) and sweet cakes,
Eighth street, near River. ”- / /,
Barbers.
T>AUMGARTEL, W., Tonsorial Parlors Eighth
attended ,lreeli' Hair dressing promptly
Boots and Shoec.
0 E r| plac^ inttbe d#
Hotels.
state, Free bns In connection with the hotel.
«"c.
apportioned Hotel. Rates reasonable.
Livery and Sale Stables.
HAu5&OTV E. /. Jr., propridior of Hot.
N1Bgffi;^£l.,a‘cd 8,16 8ubl0
Manufactories, Mills, Shops, Etp;
TTAN RAALTE, B,, dealer) in Farm Imple-
Nlnth“etSu.“Ul °ACWaery’ *lTer
YAN DER VBN, J. M.i Manufactures
V 5 cent cigar made. Havanna filled,
them. For sale by all dealers.
 the beet
Smoke
w^cuita^rrn aadddeg®r * j
River street? 1 mP.. kto4,,8oBth
Merchant Tailors.
JgRUSSE BROS., Merchant Tailors.
Marble Works.
MERELL R. N., dealer In Granite andM MmW6 Monuments, Headstones, Tablets.
Building Work done. Eighth street.
Xaat Markets.
FVOK. C. & SON. Freeh and Salt Meats, and
choice steaks always on hand. River street.
XT UlTE J.. wholesale and retail dealer in fresh,
Av ealtend smoked meats. No, 88 Eighth 8t.
VAS. S,URBN & VAN DER VEER, First
v ^ard Meat Market. Choice meats always
on hand. Eighth street, hear Fish.
Millinery.
Y*N DEN BERGE L. a 8. Jb CO., Millinery
\ .,aDd FaDCy Goods. The oldest millinery
establishment in the city. Cor. Eighth and Cedar
Photographers.
T)URGRS8 A YOUNG, Best cabinet photos.
LJ made in the city only $3.00 per dos. Views
taken outside on short notice. Eighth street.
TTISbLER, n„ ell kinds of work In the photo*
Av. graphic line executed with care and dis-
patch. Old pictures copyed and enlarged to any
size. Cabinet Photos $1.00 per doz. Gallery on
Eighth 8t„ opp. Niws office.
Physicians.
TfREMERS, H.., Physician and Surgeon. Res-
IY Idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market 8t.
Office at the drag store of Kremera A Bangs,. Of*
flee hours from 11 a. m. to 19 m.,and from fi to 6 p.m
Vf ABBS, J. A., Physician and Surgeon. Office
ivl at Walsh’s Drug Store. Residence, Comer
of Eighth and Fish streets. In house formerly oc-
cupied by L. Sprictsma. Office Honrs: 9 to 10 a.
m., and 3 to 5 p. m. _ *
YIJBTMORB, J. D , Homeopathic Physician
vv and Surgeon. OIBoe Hours: 10.80 a.m. to
12 m., 2.30 to 4 p;ni„and7.$0 to 9 p. m. Office:
In rooms over News Office.
Saloons.
D LOM, C., proprietor of the "Roae Bod Saloon”
JLI and dealer fn liquors and cigars. River street.
TJHOWN, P., dealer In liquors and cigars of all
JD kinds. Eighth street near River.
TTUNT R. A., dealer In Wines, Liquors, and
Al Cigars. Saloon In First Ward, throe doors
east of City Hall.
Second Hand Store.
TJOSMAN, A. B., proprietor of Second Hand




JJRJY^AN^OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
Miscellaneous.
TTTKPPEL, T., dealer in Inmber, lath, shingles,
AY salt, land and calcined piaster. Comer
Eighth and Cedsr streets.
jtail |oa<te.
Ohioago and West Michigan Ballway.
Taking Effect Sunday, July 8, 1887.









































PROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.






a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
900 8 55 9 10
11 85 6 10 12 10 4 45
12 30 7 00 1 25 7 50
1 45 7 55 2 50 11 11)
2 05 8 07 3 12 12 10
8 05 » 00 185 3 05
pm. p.m. a.m. p.m.
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FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
iHoJlaud.....; ..... ...
Grand Haven .......
























1 50 5 10 8 50
2 15 12 32 5 80 r.
Grand Haven ........ 2 20 12 35 5 35 9 22
Holland ..............300 1 10 610 10 05
TTIGGIN8 A HANSON, Manufacturers of the
AA "Anchor Brand" of Water-proof Horae and
Wagon Covers, Coats, Leggings, Aprons, Overalls,
Awnings, Tents, etc. Factory, Eighth St.'
TTOLLAND CITY BREWERY, A. Self,B. im b!. Pro-barrels.
TTOLLAND CRYSTAL CREAMERY., Notler
JLL & Bakelaar, proprietors. Pure Butter In
packages. Fish street.
TTUNTLEY A., Practical Machinist, Mill and
JLA Engine Repairs a specialty. Shop on
Seventh street, |near River.
TTOLLAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
JLL L. T. Kanters, General Manager, Wind
Mill*, Tanks, etc., a specialty.;. • ...,
YTpNTLKY, JA8., ArchlUfct, Builder, and Con-
JLL tractor. Office in New Milt and Factory on
Rlvef street.
pHOENIX PLANING MILL. R. E. Werkmsn,A proprietor, dealer in lumber, lath, shingles,
and brick. River street.1 ' • ! > . . ,,»
'T'HBCAPPPN A BERTSCH LEATHER CO.,
JL tanners of Hemlock Slaughter Sole, Harness,
Grain, .Calf and Ktj^. Offlcs, Qrfind Rapids-;”
rpAKKEN A DE SPELDER, Manufacturers of
JL Carriages, Wagons, Cutters, Sleighs. Sole
owners of 1XL Patent Wagon. Special attention
to Horseshoeing and Repairing. River street.
TEaROLLER. HEIN, Bulkier and ̂ Designer of
\TA.V PUTTKN ACO.J., pr(prietorsof Holland
v City Butter Tub Factory, manufacturers of
White Ash Butter Tubs.






































t Daily. All other trains dal y except Sunday.
AlUralns run by Central Standard time.
Tickets to all poims In thb United fttates and
Canada. .,
•< - * F. 0. CHURCHILL Station Agent."
i- h &. x.
A Regular CommonlcaUon of U#itt Lodoi,
No. Ml. P. & A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland. Mich.,* at- 7 o'clock, on Wednesday
ey#hlngf,.‘ Jan. 5, Feb. 3, March April i •
24 and Deoember 27th-.
. O. Drbtmax, Bec'v.
A. Hcntlxt. W. M.
' K. 0. T. M,
5Mti Odd Fellow*
Hall at 7:30 pun., on Ufe
of each month. All SJr ‘
'' W^.nou.r.B.K
- • - •: • it
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SILENT WOODS OF INDIANA,
BT CHABLom B. HATXS,
Silent woods of Indlut,
Forest* of primer*! gloom.
Here and there a rude nut rising
New the pnirle'i •* of bloom
There, amid a little olearing,
Shrinking from a life *o rude,
Lived a mother ae heroic
As waa cweet her womanhood,
^ftentimee, at roaeate annaet,
With her Tonng boy at her feet,
Spake ahe cr that noble living
That for God’a high troths ia meet.
Or, amid the deepening shadows,
When the twilight hour grew dim,
Prayed she, *0 Father may he serve thee,
Whatsoe’er may come to him.11
Then the silver cord waa loosened,
And her face of tender love
Shone with hallowed light, reflected
From the golden spheres above.
Bonnd her forest grave they gathered.
On a qniet Sabbath day,
With the simple, rustic parson,
Who had come from far to pray.
Loving friends, from distant places,
Listened to that fervent prayer ;
And the snnlight, thronghthe pine-trees,
Shone on tear-wet faces there.
Then they left her there to slumber,
'Mid the prairies lone and wild,
Little dreaming what a future
Waited him, her orphan child.
little dreaming how the nation
Should arise and call him blessed,
In the years that were to follow,
While she, voiceless, lay at rest
Once, when rung the people's plaoditi
Bowed he low his prai so-crowned head,
With the humblest of his people.
The past brought back, and said,
While his heart was overflowing,
"All I am, or hope to be.
Owe I to that Christian mother,
bat Tom and I ever comes and sits, and
we but seldom; the memories are too
sad.
Bat I forget. I tried everywhere for
work, bat who wanted to see my half*
starved face around? We grew so very
poor we had bat one meal a day and
that a meager one.
One after .another oar valuables
glad I let him go, but Hwas a terrible
temptation. MR. 6LADST0NE DECLINES.
found their way to the pawnsnop, nn-
til nothing was left but my wedding*
ring which had never been off my fin*
The Dollar.
Our word dollar dates back to 1785,
when a resolution was passed by Con-
gress which pi
the unit of
States. Another resolution was passed
Biassed be her memory 1"
Silent woods of Indiana,
Peaceful be her grave In thee,
While the nation Joins that memory
With the martyr of the free.
—YoutX’t Companion.
A BROTHER’S TREACHERY,
Yesterday was my reception day, and
an hondred self-invited guests thronged
my rooms, eager to see and be seen,
honored to be my guests. My pretty
rooms were brilliant with color, and
the gay, chattering, smiling crowd
made them seem like some fascinating
honris cave.
To-day they are closed and dark.
The crowd has gone, and husband and
I have oome up here to mourn together
and comfort each other.
It is the anniversary of our little one’s
death.
You who see me now, would not
dream that we had tasted the very
dregs of poverty; would not dream
that just five years ago to-day our
Saidee, our darling, died; died of star-
vation.
In this very city, in this very room,
outside, the same jostling, smiling,
maddening crowd; she, the only dar-
ling Ood ever sent to bless our home
and gladden onr hearts, died; died of
starvation.
The thought almost drives me crazy!
1 throw open the window for air! I
feel stifled, even now!
Ah, me ! How treacherous the world
is, and how I sometimes hate it!
How eagerly it greets the rich and
prosperous with outstretched hands and
smiling faces, and fawning words on
lying Ups; and tarns to the poor pov-
erty-stricken wretch with a push, a
scowl, a curse, and a kick to help send
him headlong on the downward grade.
We know (husband and I) we have
tasted the bitterness of poverty’s dregs,
and know the hollowness of the world’s
friendship.
But, thank Qod, not all the rich are
worldlings,
My father died when I was a child
and left an unencumbered estate worth,
perhaps, fifty thousand dollars. My
mother soon followed him to the grave
and brother (ten years older than myself
I) and I were left alone. He was ex-
ecutor of the estate. I, child-like, be-
lieved in him implicitly and never ques-
tioned his authority. In due time I
graduated from the high- school, and
afterwards from the university atW .
Clarence had sold off nearly every-
thing while I was at W - , and estab-
lished himself in business at Los
Angeles. After graduating, I Mowed
him, never doubting my welcome, never
dreaming of treachery.
Bilt my reception was coolly business-
like, and I was soon given to understand
that I was expected to support my sell
He said the estate was not as valuable
aa at first supposed, and he, of course,
could not be expected to support me.
We had a dreadful quarrel Ire-
turned East and Clarence became my
bitter enemy.
Then I met Tom Dalton and soon we
were married. He waa a hotel mana-
ger, did nicely in business and we were
very happy.
Then Saidee came, and when she was
2 vears old, we got the California fever;
sold out everything we possessed and
came to Los Angeles.
Ah, me! had we but known.
From that time everything went
wrong. Finally hb got a position
as night clerk At the old Cos-
mopolitan. He worked indnstrionaly
and would have pleased; but one night
Clarence passed, saw Tom inside, went
to the proprietors, told them Heaven
knows what, and the very next day
Tom was discharged without a word of
warning; So it was everywhere Tom
worked. Clarence Sands followed him
like a living fiend, everywhere telling
lies about us and driving Tom from his
position.
At first we bad lived nicely; but as
matters grew from bad to worse, we
moved from one house to another, from
ope room to another, until we finally
same to this poor little room where we
now sit Thu was a tenement then,
linoe we have bought the house, had it
remodeled and refurnished, all bnt this
one little room, which we have always
kept just the same, and where no one
ger. What should we do? There was
one gentleman in the city I had known
when a child— Judge BrundelL My
father had started him in business,
loaned him money and given him his
first cases. I could not bring myself to
ask help from him. What could we
do?
Finally Saidee fell sick. I exhausted
the recourses of my small medicine
case, bnt all the medicines in the uni-
verse cannot take the place of proper
food and nourishment
All day she moaned and tossed on
her poor little bed; conld not eat the
bread we gave her and we had nothing
else.
Tom hung over her bedside almost
crazed with sorrow, and, along in the
afternoon L unable to bear the sight,
took my hat and started for the pawn-
shop.
I passed Judge BrundeH’s office,
stopped, but could not make up my
mind to enter.
At the pawnshop I quickly slipped
the ring from my finger and gave it to
the old man, who waited expectantly.
“Ten dollars is the best I can do.”
It was a small fortune to me, for it
meant soup and fruit for Saidea
“I could not give that much, bnt it’s
evidently yonr wedding-ring and will
probably be redeemed soon;* and the
old man leered at me curiously.
I nodded, grasped the money, has-
tened away from the shop, made my
few purchases and started home. As I
turned a corner Clarence drove down
near the curb and motioned me to
stop.
“How’s my sweet sister?”
“Do not dare to speak to me,” I
cried out indignantly.
“Oh ! I keep track of you. You’re
just about to starve. You’ll oome to
me yet, and then—”
He laughed in a horribly significant
way, struck his horse and went on.
I stood dozed. “In the nineteenth
century could such things be ?”
Quickly I retraced my steps and this
time entered Judge Brundell’s office.
Oh, had I but gone before! Brokenly
I told my story to the kind-hearted
man, who listened attentively after I
had once told him who I was. He
nrgedmeandl told him all; every-
thing, even down to the insults of a
few minutes ago. “I must go now.
I’ve been away too long already; even
now Saidee may be dying,” I said. I
hurried home, and almost before I had
told Tom the Judge came; and with
him a doctor.
The latter looked grave over Saidee
and shook his head. “It is too late,”
he said, and I think my heart died.
We administered restoratives but noth-
ing could be done, and two days later
she died.
I did not know it The fever had
entered my brain and for weeks I lay
between life and death. When I re-
covered everything was changed— this
room had been locked up. We were
at Judge Brundell’s, and Tom had a
good position.
As soon as I could talk about it the
Judge asked me all manner of questions
about father’s estate, and at once began
suit to recover possession.
, My one idea was revenge on Clarence.
I conld not get it out of my head day
or night.
Owing to the Judge’s influence every-
thing prospered. Tom’s salary was in-
creased I wrote constantly and was
well paid, and we finally got about
thirty thousand dollars back from
Clarence, which embarassed his affairs
considerably.
We bought the tenement, remedied
it, as you see; and then began to buy
up Clarence’s notes, paid his outstand-
ing debts and had them transferred to
ns.
I wanted to starve him as he had us.
Everything we touched seemed to
prosper. Friends crowded around us
and we had everything that heart conld
wish and money conld buy. Every-
thing but our Saidee, our darling; and
when I thought of her I hardened my
heart and was more determined than
ever to crush my brother.
Tom never opposed me, but he said
nothing.
Everything was now ready for my
revenge. I really owned my brother,
and I sent for him to come to me. I
brought him into this very room,
showed him its poor furniture and the
little bed where Saidee had died; and
then I told him what I meant to do with
him.
He, poor, miserable, weak wretch,
snivelled and cried like a whipped
hound, begged for mercy, and whim-
pered to be spared.
My heart misgave
him, as I had planned?”
 me. “Should I crash
I thought of Saidee. “Yes, let him
suffer as my poor, wan darling had suf-
fered, for food and nourishment 1
Then came Tom; dear, good, noble
Tom, and said. “Let him go, Hetty, for
darling Saidee’s sake.”
“For Saidee's sake.* Could it be
for her sake?
I hesitated long- then the temptation
was over. “Take your notes and
money, but get out of my sight forever!
I cannot trust myself.”
Without one word of thanks Clarence
grabbed the roll and escaped from the
room; and I sank down by Tom’s side
and cried like a child.
Tm glad it’s over. Fm glad I did not
punish him as I had meant to do. I’m
Pressing Work Prevents Him
from Accepting Philadel-
phia’s Invitation.
in 1785, August 5, providing that it
should weigh 875.64 grains r of pbre
silver. The mint was establiriied in
1792, and was then required to coin
silver dollars containing 871.25 grains
of pure silver. This was due to the
influence of Alexander Hamilton. No
dollars were coined until 1794, and then
irregular. They are worth now $100
each. In 1794 the coinage of regular
dollars began. Our coin was an adapta-
tion of the Spanish milled dollar, a
coin very popular wherever the Span-
iards traveled. The coin was called
“piaster,” meaning a flat piece of
metal ; it is synonymous with piaster.
It is supposed that the Spaniards took
the German “thaler,” and called it by
the name of “piaster.” The word dol-
lar is entered in Bailey’s English Dic-
tionary in 1745, and was used re-
peatedly by Shakespeare at the
beginning of the seventeenth century,
especially in “Macbeth,” ii. 2, 62:
“Till she disbursed # * * ten thou-
sand dollars to our general use.” (See
also “the Tempest,” ii. 1:17.) The
question where Shakespeare found the
word dollar is answered by the fact
that the Hanseatic towns maintained a
great establishment called the Steel
Yard in London. The Steel Yard
merchants were mostly North Germans,
who would call the German thaler, as
it waa spelled, “dah-ler.” These same
merchants occasioned the word sterling,
an abbreviation of the word “ester-
ling.” As the Hanseatic trade was
particularly brisk on the Baltic and in
Russia, the standard coins of the Hanse
merchants were called esterlings, and
sterling came to mean something
genuine and desirable. The word
thaler means “coming from a dale or
valley,” the first dollars having been
coined in a Bohemian valley called
FoachimsthaL It was under Charles
V., the Emperor of Germany, King of
Spain, and Lord of Spanish' America,
that the German thaler became the
coin of the world.
The Chinese Empress, Pastime.
The Empress Regent of China is one
of the most remarkable women of the
age. Not content with directing the
intricate policy of the most populous
empire in the world with wonderful
cleverness and sagacity, she has now
entered the ranks of competitors for
the light-weight championship of the
Celestial Empire. Attired in a sort of
a bloomer oostume, she takes daily
lessons in boxing from an old eunuch.
Her appearance at the age of 50, in
short skirt, hitting oat at her venerable
preceptor and occasionally receiving
punishment herself, must be comical
to the last degree, and the reports on
the matter form the subject of a most
disrespectful merriment on the part of
the almond-eyed denizens of the
Chinese metropolis. The Empress
Regent was a concubine of the Emperor
Hein Fung, on whose death she was
appointed to act as co-Regent with the
Dowager Empress during the minority
of her son, the late Emperor Tung Chi
When the latter died, a few months
after his marriage, one of those ourious
intrigues which make the history of
oriental courts took place. His voung
bride, who was enciente at the tune of
the young monarch’s death, died mys-
teriously before the birth of the child,
and the old Dowager Empress and co-
Regent took her departure for another
world rather snddenly a few days after-
ward, leaving the present Empress in
undisputed possession of power. With
unusual ability she has guided the
policy of the empire through the
troublous times which have resulted
from the opening up of the country to
foreign trade, and has so conducted
affairs as to have brought the nation to
an indefinitely higher degree of pros-
perity and tranquility than it enjoyed
when she took up the leink—Hong
Kong Times.
Their Weakness.
THINGS A WOMAN CAN’T DO.
Shoot straight
See any beauty in a rival
Keep track of a base-ball game.
Sit down without mashing her bustle.
Endure the smell of a stranger’s ci-
gw.
Cut an old admirer without looking
back.
Hold up her dress without showing
her hose.
See the extravagance of anything she
wants.
Tell her child’s right age to the oar
condnctor.
Take an interest in the vital questions
of the day.
Lose a fiver on the races without get-
ting a headache.
Remain in an auction loom without
losing her head.. THINGS A MAN CAN’T DO.
Smile through his tears.
Make a crying baby smile.
Put in a pin that will hold.
Wither a rival with a glance.
Talk with his mouth full of pins.
Carry his car fare in his mouth.
Make love to two girls in the same
room.
Get a number six foot into a number
three shoe.
Remain self-possessed when there is
a pin sticking in him.
Read a book at the window and scru-
tinize everybody that passes.
Spend the whole day shopping when
he doesn’t want to bny ar thing.— The
Judge.
The affection of parents is best shown
to their children by teaching them what
is good and true.
THE KNI6HTS OF LABOR.
Mr* Powderly Outlines New Laws, and
Recommends Their Adoption
by the Order.
which has stirred up considerable comment
in the old country, he says:
Tbe attraction* of tho Invitation are en-
hanced to me by the oironmstances that I have
alwayi regarded that constitution as tbe moat
remarkable work known to tbe modern times
[London dispatch.] General Master Workman Powderly has
In the letter which Mr. Gladstone wrote ?,ued * ve7 important circular “to the or-
declining the invitation to attend the cen- d®r. •jrywhere,” outlining a new policy
tennial celebration of the adoption of the I , ® ^amends should be enacted
American constitution at Philadelphia, oijje order at the next General•••••- •• -- H ’ Assembly. The new plan is aa Mows:
Give to each trade the right to organise a
National Trade Assembly under the juris-
diction of the General Assembly, said Na-
tional Trade Assembly to meet at least once
to have been produced by hum anlnteliect at "a j /,or election of officers and for
•Ingle stroke, so to speak, in its application to “C wetter regulation of tbe affairs of the-
political affairs. The invitation is accompanied trade and district. Each National Trade
! “Jr*
case I could not but accept, bnt the limitation "CO anairs or Its trade, without let or
of my strength and time and tbe incessant hindrance, so long as the constitution of the
pressure of engagements make me feel too well General Assembly is not violated. In matter*
thS* i hoi«V0 •mil’ concerning strikes no trade or local assembly
my command ̂ 111 b? dedicated to* thJ Renter upon oneuntil all of theassemblie*
great work at home. I regard tbe Irish m the National Trade Assembly have voted
question as the most urgent and most full of on the question and have, by a three-
to add that, viewing the jealousy prevalent in 1 general laws of the order acquiring
England, it le doubtful whether they might not attempts of arbitration to be observed),
he stimulated were I to accept the distinction : No assistance from tbe general order to be
r.isv.’r; 1 eMteiTiwcompels me to decline the most flattering pr* , ̂ eDeJ®* Executive Board, and by them
posal I have ever received. I shall watch with submitted to the order at large. In case-
profound interest tbe proceedings of your oele- that no assistance from the general order
as &
without a parallel in history, and look for- to interview the matter. Each Na-
ward to its probable continaanoe upon a still tional Trade Assembly to have a bureau of
larger scale. That you and your children may statistics and information concerning the
and responsibilities proportioned to ever^row* maoon to be furnished by local statiati-
ing power will be, I am confident, the pntyor of I cians. State, Territorial and provincial
your kinsmen hew, who hope, nay believe, that assemblies to be formed in every State,
S?:”! TemU.fj and provmo. to th. jariediction
creasing harmony and closeness. Your obliged °* tbe order. In the circular Mr. Powderly
and faithful servant, W. E. Gladstone. " also advocates a general benefit association.
THE NEW MORMON PRESIDENT.
He Issnes a Circular from His Nest In
the Bashes.
The question of successorship to the
Presidency of the Mormon Church has
been settled temporarily by the appearance
of an address signed by Wilfora Wood-
ruff, President of the Apostles, which says:
“As upon two former occasions in our
histo
pre
the ______ __ ____ ___ ___
world devolves upon the twelve Apostles.
With the blessing of the Lord, and
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY.
the faith and prayers of His people, we
hope to do our duty until we, too, shall
be laid to rest" It has been thought
that either George Q. Cannon or Jo-
seph Smith, nephew of the original
Joseph, would assume the leadership,
bnt Woodruff is in tbs regular line of suc-
cession and his address assuming control
would indicate that there is to be no de-
parture from the orders. Wilford Wood-
raff was born on March 1, 1807, in Hart-
ford, Conn. He assisted Ms father in the
mills in that city until he waa about 20
years of age. In 1833, in Oswego County,
he first heard of the Mormonistio creed,
and about ita ancient revelations, which
clung to him at the first hearing. He
hastened at once to consult the prophet,
became enthused, ordained as an elder
and sent out to convert In 1837 he was
ordained to a higher position and subse-
quently was ordained on apostle, going on
a mission to England, shortly thereafter.
For the last few yean he has been in
hiding and is still out of sight to all save
the faithful of the church.
PATENT-OFFICE STATISTICS.
Figures from the Report of Commissioner
Benton J. Hall.
[Washington dispatch.]
Benton J. Hall, the Commifsioner of
Patents, in his synopsis of his annual re-
port furnished the Secretary of the In-
terior, says that at the end of the fiscal
year ended June 30 lost the office was well
np with the bosiness in charge. The num-
ber of applications for patents of all kinds
received during the fiscal year was 40,678;
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1886, the
number was 38,408. The Commissioner
renews the recommendation of his pre-
decessors, that the Patent Office be fur-
nished with more room and greater
facilities, end that the model hall
and library rooms be restored and re-
paired. Referring to tho defalcation of
Financial Clerk Levi Bacon, deceased, the
Commissioner says that the shortage was
$31,091, against which wore found due bills,
miscellaneous memoranda, etc., amount-
ing to $16,011. From the aggregate of
tbs due bills $8,668 has been collected,
leaving $22,422 •• the oiecent deficiency.
The number of patents granted during
the year, including reissues and designs,
was 21,732; number of trade-marks regis-
tered, 1,101; number of labels registered,
384; number of patents expired, 12,782.
The receipts of tbe office aggregate
$1,160,046; expenditures, $961,644; sur-
plus, $168,401.
Dr der race-course of life, dot vac a
moat unhabby shpeoktacle, a pair of
shpecktaoles to saw an old mait voom-
ans und a bachelor mans shtart toged-
derouton der same drack. Der he
mans hafe der pole, und keeps dot un-
dil der ent of der heat, unt comes der
Tinner in by his neck. Der she voom-
ons keebs pooty veil behind-hant, und
nefer passes der vire under, not ones.
It Is Decided to Locate It at WtoMsg
ton— Bishop Keane Elected tho
First Hector.
[Baltimore special]
There was a difference of opinion ex-
pressed as to the location of the proposed
new Catholic University at a meeting of
the prelates here on Wednesday. The
prelates present were Cardinal Gibbons,
Archbishops Williams, of Boston, and
Corrigan, of New York; Bishops Ireland, of
8L Paul; Spaulding, of Peoria; Marty, of
Dakota, and Mass, of Covington, Ky.;
Mgr. Farley, of New York; Eugene Kelly,
of New York, and the Ret. Dr. Chappelle,
of Washington. A letter from the Pope
was read, commending the project and
urging the education of more pnests for
the chnrch in the United States. The West-
ern bishops at first opposed the Washing-
ton site. They stated that, with the growth
of the country, the West will be the
most desirable place in the future, and, as
the university is intended more for future
generations than it is for the present, tbs
West is tbe place for it. So far tfcere is
about $700,000 subscribed, including the
snm of $300,000 donated by the Misses
Caldwell. Tho estimated cost of the uni-
versity will be $8,000,000. There were
others who advocated Philadelphia. Car-
dinal Gibbons urged Washington as the
proper place. Washington was finally se-
lected, and the meeting adjourned with
good feeling all around. The architect
presented his plans, which were examined
and adopted, and ground will be broken
next month. The theological department
will be the first to be opened, and on it
alone much money will be spent to provide
for tbs higher education of the clergy.
This department will be under the man-
agement of the Snlpician Fathers. Bishop
Keane, of Richmond, is to be the Rector
of the university, but there is considerable
speculation as to who will be the next
Bishop of Richmond. The most promi-
nent candidate mentioned at this time isths
Rev. Dr. Dennis J. O’Connell, Rector of
the American College at Rome.
SENATOR H. H. RIDDLE BERGER*
The excitement caused by the recent ar-
rest of Senator Riddleberger, for contempt
of court, by the plucky Judge Newman, of
Winchester, Va., has somewhat subsided.
although tha threats of numbers of en-
raged citizens are still lurking predomi-
nantly in the Winchester atmosphere.
Riddleberger seems to take the affair in a*
calm, matter-of-fact way that only tends
toward causing the snragement of the
Judge and hie adherents, to the perfect de-
light and satisfaction of Riddleberger and
his constituents.
What Panled a Little Thinker.
“Mamma, did God make yon, too?®'
inquired • little six-year-old the other
evening, as his mother was explaining
in tho orthodox way that important
matter.
•ml dear ”
“And out of dust?*
“Yes."
WeU, bnt where did bo get ther
skin, mamma?” was tho wondering




Cxperleno«i with Snake* Alllfmtore,
Sharks, and «SiehH Dnrln* the ‘•Wall.'*
“Did you hm any experience with
enakee, alligators, or sharks while on
the blockading service during the
war tasked a reporter of an old sailor.
“Oh, yes," replied the sailor; “no
one can be long on the Southern coast,
even in these days, without seeing
** OA WUIO IB UU 11X0
— no one is allowed to pick it up. If
anyone does so his hand is cut off. The
Ameer has only one wife, Bibi Maliki,
or the Queen, out he has 101 concu-
bines, called kaniz. By the Queen he
has no children (they died), but he has
fire by four of the kaniz. The eldest,
Habibullah, is 16 years of age, and in
default of a legitimate successor is the
On® cleared pleasant I heir apparenlBeWrecentiy mai^
day while oju ship, the Port Royal, |riod to the dauffiter of Mah< “
lying off Apalachicola, Fla., in
April, 1863, some twenty of us sailors
went fishing with a seine. We had fine
•luck, and caught a fine mess of fish.
Among the number were some alligator
gars, which the natives told us were
unfit to eat, so we donated them to the
turkey buzzards. During one haul of
the seine we trapped a large fish, which
was at first thought to be a 'Jew fish,’
bnt we discovered on drawing the net
nearer to the beach that it was a ver-
itable shark, and a very large one at
'that By hard tugging we succeeded
in getting the monster ashore, but it
'raised the deuce’ with the seine, tear-
ing it badly. The shark being the
enemy of all sailors, a drumhead court-
martial was instantly held, and every
individual present was ordered to wreak
vengeance on the prisoner in his own
way. Sheath knives were drawn, the
boat hooks were brought forth, and into
the sides and eyes of the terror of the
ried to the dau^iter of Mahomed
Ameen, Brigjulier of Okhul, an officer,
[ despite his high title, possessing no au-
thority. The Ameer is writing his
memoirs, beginningwith his 9th year,
and he is now 42. They will be full of
interest if the Ohilzais will only allow
him to finish them.-- .Letter to Paris
Journal des Debats.
Deal I*ufh at Narrow People.
Th#lr suffering* are r*ry real, although you,
with your rlforoui phjiiquo and ttroaf nerraa,
eon Bcarcoly boUare it. Bathar suggeit the um
of Hoatotter'i Stomach Bitten, which, In ru-
moring story trace of dyspepsia, and regulating
the liter and bowels, strikes at and extirpates
the most prolific cause of chronic nerrous
trouble. That nerre-shatterlng disease, forer
and ague, Is among the formidable ailments,
to the remoral of which this genial nmedy is
specially adapted. Nerrous prostration, re-
sulting from prolonged mental or physical ef-
fort, is also a state of the system where the in-
torrent! on of this tonic is rery desirable, more
particularly as Its use Is to quiet and relax the
tension of orerwrought nortec. The Bitters are
inraluable In rheumatism, neuralgia, and kid-
ney troubles. Employ no substitute for It.
Each for Himself.
Two women met in a street car, and
exchanged “Good-day T and “How are
you?"
“Indeed, I’ve had the toothache since
Monday."
“That’s bad. I’ve got the lumbago
pains in my back and - *
“It’s not the teeth alone that bother
me, but when I get home there’s my
John down with the measles, and not
an hour's sleep do I have; and Jane
A Great Nation.
Mrs. Readyfumished— I tell you,
Mr. De Poykins, there is not a bedbug
in my house, and you are a mean, mean
thing to say that they’ve been biting
you ; it’s all your imagination. Mr. De
Poykins (sonttching himself reflective-
ly)--! say, Mrs. Readyfumished, what
is the greatest nation in the world?
Mrs. Readyfumished (sullenly)— I
don’t know, and I don’t care. Mr. De
Poykins (putting on his hat) — Imagina-
tion.— JFaa/iinp Ion Critic,
„ — -- — ..... .... — , My man broke his leg last June, and
deep went the cold steel of the tars, the pains have set in again, and - "
with such expressions as, ‘There, old | “Jane, as I was sayin’, has the new-
eraligy that bad that - ”
“It’s that that ails him, too. The
doctor says - "
So the chorus went on, each postur-
ing and exhibiting her own griefs and
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kill-sailor, how do vou fancy that?’
When into the ribs of the shark went a
knife it made a semicircle with its tail
that would have broken human legs
like pipestems had it come in contact
with them. One man jammed a
boathook in its eye with the re-
mark: T say, old chaw mouth, what is
little miseries ouite regardless that the
i near a word <
your opinion of sailors on land ? Rather
hard chaps, are they not?’ Another- - — 'Will ^
poked a knife into the other eye of the
shark with the expression : 'Johnny, I
mm mm a 1 ̂  ^ * 1 1 mm A. A. _ A
reckon vour palate will not taste any
more of Uncle Abe’s temperance and
oom-fed tars.’ One old son of Neptune
docked off the shark's tail, and a
stream of blood as large as my little
finger ebbed away, and so did the vital-
ity of the man eater. The head was
then out off and the backbone cut out
to take to the ship as trophies. A cane
was subsequently made from the back-
bone and presented to President Lin-
coln. The shark measured ten feet in
length. A few days afterward the same
party went fishing again, and we dis-
other did not h of her com
plaints.
A gentleman who had been amused
at the duet of groans left the car and
entered a house in which a brilliant
woman of society was holding a recep-
tion. After he had paid his respects
to his hostess, he stood apart listening
to the scraps of conversation that float-
ed past him. An artist and journalist
stood near him.
“Have you seen the Tadema at the
exhibition?” said the first.
“Yes; we gave it a half-column no-
tice."
A Conductor’s Fate.
The conductor of a Dakota express
train was fined $50 at Watertown for
keeping his train just behind a funeral
procession which was going in the same
direction, and puffing and snorting
along and scaring the horses. Then
the company discharged him for run-
ning faster than schedule time, and so
the poor conductor had a hard time of
it all around.— Dakota Bell
The Ladles’ Favorite.
The newest fashion in ladies’ bats will
aoubtlofis cause a flutter of pleasurable ex-
cltemeut among the fair sex. Ladies are al-
ways susceptible to the changes of a fashion
plate; and the more startling the departure,
the more earnest the goesip over the new
mode, Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Proscription is a
positive cure for the ills which ^iot femides
and make their lives miserable. This sover-
eign panacea can be relied on in oases of dis-
placements and all functional derangements.
It builds up the poor, haggard, and draggod-
out victim, and gives her renewed hope and
fresh lease of Ufa It is the only medicine f<
“To my mind, the drawing is de-
There are artists at home withfective. ___________ _ __ _ „„„
small reputation who would not err in
the foreshortening of an arm, as
woman’s peculiar weaknesses and ailments.
Bold by druggists, under a positive guarantee
from the manufacturers that it will give sat-
isfaction in every case, or money refunded
Bead printed guarantee on bottle wrapper.
covered an alligator, about eight feet
in length, which had crawled------------- - up on
the beach for sundry reasons, just in
the place where we wanted to go
ashore with the seine. One of the
party approached the alligator with a
boat hook. It took to the water, but
once in that element, when a thrust
was made at it with a boat hook, it
showed fight The sailor with the boat
hook took safety in flight This retro-
grade action on his part alarmed those
tn ‘- who were drawing he seine and thev
dropped the net and took to the boat,
and it was not until the alligator's head
was seen farther down the beach before
they would volunteer to go overboard
again. The next time we drew the seine
a shark came close to the men holding
the lower end, and all were again driven
into the boat, and the sport was given
up for that day. On a Sunday after-
noon, shortly after the fishing adven-
ture, some of our men took a run on
-shore. They went in bathing, and
were chased out of the water by a
monster shark. The old man-eating
rascal came near having a taste of one
of them. It turned on its back to make
the strike, but ‘Jack’ succeeded in
getting out of reach. The party then
stayed on the land and spent the rest
of the time killing snakes, among
which was a large ‘rattler.’ One warm
day myself and a companion went on
shore to pick blackberries. After a
severe fight with mosquitoes and other
insects we managed to fill our pails.
As we were talking of returning we
heard a humming sound, and on look-
ing for the cause I saw a rattlesnake
near a bush and in close proximity to
my comrade’s heel. It had a sort of a
don’t-tread-on-me air that we did not
like at all, and we left that locality
instantly. In June, 1863, we had some
fine sport in killing green turtles and
oaptured one weighing 350 pounds. In
it were 200 eggs. We had turtle soup,
turtle steaks and turtle in all shapes,
and feasted to such a degree that for
over a month we did not want to hear
the word turtle’ mentioned.— /two s-
ton Freeman.
The editor permitted him to finish
the sentence, and instantly continued :
“That was noted in our article. We
have a first-rate man as art critic now.
Did you read our resume of the prog-
ress of Southern manufactures to
day?”
cOb, Mr. S - !* cried a young mar-
ried lady, as she approached the artist
“ Will you come in and look at our new
library? I want your decision about
the color of the draperies."
Two middle-aged matrons were near
the group. 
“My son is at home now with his
wife,” said one. “From Colorado, you
know. Two lovely children; the baby
is teething, and its mother - "
“Our carpet being maroon -
“The leader in our morning’s is
sue - "
‘My first grandson
The man who paints the town red fre-
quently gets some of the paint on his nose.
—Rahway Advocate.
Caterrh’ BemSdr®* ^ he*Un8' ^ 8*6#’#
An exhaustive article— the stomach
pump.
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CURES ALL HUMORS,9SA to toewont Scrofula. Salt-rheum, “ Fever-sore*,'*
Bank, Express
» _trrj adpga^£.agtLy ^ U7?»
kiIKincinnati'o!^ CO.
KIDDER’S
“FOR THE BLOOD It THE LIFE.”
— ------ Itbyusinr Dr.Pli
The Cutest Little Things.
4WWhe echoed. “Well, I don’t know aa
tho adjective would have occurred to me in
just that connection. But if you mean that
they do their work thoroughly, yet make no
fusa about it ; cause no pom or weaknes; and.
CONSUMPTION,
A SURE CURE FOR
INDIGESTION and DYSPEPSIA. r.ait
FOR CHOLERA IRFAITUM.
— anoisoawaawwe UUIAJU a
a medicine which, from
blnntlon of tonic, or itrei __
or blood -cleansing, antl-bflioue,
nutritive properflea, is unequaled, not
,or
Young hopeful (on seeing a negro baby




My ndson -- ”
‘I painted a landscape - *
The silent observer laughed to him
self. He understood now why society,
among hucksters or educatea people,
was often so lifeless and dull Each
person was occupied solely with his
own affairs, and took no interest in
those of his neighbors.
“Now, I," he thought, “take an in
terest in all’’
And he went home and talked to his
wife for half an hour of his own skill
in reading human nature— Fowf/i’s
Companion.
Consumption Con Bo Cured.”
Dr. J. a Combs, Owensvillo, Ohio, says: "I
have given Soott’s Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil
with Hypophoephitee to four patients with
better results than seemed possible with any
remedy. All were hereditary oases of Lung
disease, and advanoed to that stage when
Coughs, pain in the chest, frequent breath-
ing, frequent pulse, fever and Emaciation.
AU these jiasea have increased in weight from
leading any




reliable. KaUbll.hed tVentr-flr. ye.r..
WM. F. KIDDER A CO.,
16 to 28 lbs., and are rot now n
medicine.'*
RISC'S CURS FOR
Tippleb’s motto— "Don’t give up the
sip.”
IS CURES WHEIE ALL tl8£ tAlli. QT
p" I
C ON SUMPTION
have need them. Yours repectfully,
LD.CTB.kD.
Dealsr in Drugs, Stationery, Eta.
The Afghan Ameer. ‘
Abdurrahman in the first part of his
career was a soldier;- when he was
raised to the Aineership he became a
bureaucrat, a new role for au Afghan
ruler, and bn* ubMikely to be popular.
Each day with' hfai has its appointed
work. Two days 4 week are devoted
to his correspondence— Monday for
that with the upper country (Herat
Candahar, etc.), Thursday for that with
the lower country (Cabul, Pershawur,
and India). On Tuesday he holds his
military durbar and receives the offi-
Very Sociable.
“The people of New York aronot
very sociable, are they?” said a West-
ern man addressing an acquaintance
who lived in the East
“ Well, I don’t know but they are,
although they may be a little peculiar
in that respect. For several years I
had my/office in a very large building
on Broadway. One day a fellow
oame in and asked if my name was J.
W. Mol* iddleton. I told him it was,
and then, after a few moments’ silence,
he said : ‘My office is just across the
hall, and ever since I saw your sign
several years ago, I have been intend-
ing to drop in and see you. I am your
brother, you know, ‘and— well, how
are you getting along, anyway ?’ Yes,”
continued the Eastern man, “they are
a trifle peculiar, bnt after you get in
with them you find them very so-
ciable."— ArAronsato Traveler.
You will get more comfort for 25c. in Icon’s
Heel Stiffeners than in any other article you buy
S months’ treatment for 50o. Plso’i Rem-
edy for Catarrh. Sold by druggiste.
Bxmbmbkb that one of Smith’s Bile Beans
Thx Frazer is kept by all dealers One box
lasts as long as two of any other.
Sick Headache
oers of the garrison, all of whom dine
with him. It is also the da
reception, or Diwan-i-Hass. On
Wednesday and Saturday he adminia-
0 y of prii
ters justice and admits the public to
his presence even to the last beggar.
This ia called the Diwan-i-Am. Friday
is treated as Sunday ii in London— all
the Uum, .hop., and the palace itself
are dosed, the mosques alone remain-
Too Honest, f
•Humph 1* he growled, as he untied a
small package he had received by ex-
press.
“What is it?”
“H’s my old fifteen-cent jack-knife.
I lent it to a Chicago drummer the
other day to sharpen a pencil and he
carried it off."
'But he was honest enough to return
it.”
Yes, confound him, but he sent it
C. O. D., aud it cost me twenty-five
cents.” — Detroit Free Frees.
Is one of the most distressing affections ; end people
who ere its victims deserve sympathy. But tho great
ucceoa Hood’s Sarsaparilla has had in curing sick
headache makes It seem almost foolish to allow tho
trouble to continue. By Its toning and Invigorating
effect upon the dlgeetlre organs. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
readily gives relief when headache arises from Indi-
gestion; and In neuralgic conditions by building up
the debilitated syetem Hood’s Sarsaparilla removes
the cease, and hence overoomea the difficulty.
"My wife suffered from sick headache and neural-
gia. After taking Hood's Sarsaparilla she was much
relieved.’’ W. B. Babb, Wilmington, Ohio.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. $1; slxfor|S. Prepared only
'by G. L HOOD A CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mom.
100 Doses One Dollar.
FOB HOBSES,
U VILLA, W. Vt, )wNov. 17, 1886. ,
Recently I bought a
young horse. He was
taken very ill with Pneu-
monia. I tried to think
of something to relieve
him. Concluded what
was good for man would
be good for the horse.
So I got a bottle of Piso’s
Cure and gave him half
of it through the nostrils.
This helped him, and I
continued giving same
doses night and morning
until I had used two
bottles. The horse has
become perfectly sound.
I can recommend Piso’s
Cure for the horse as
well as for man.




ing open. Sunday is devoted to the
Ameer’s private affairs. The two most
important days are those of the Diwan-
i-Am, for the Ameer is above all a dis-
penser of justioe. He dispenses it with
.his ham’ “ ** ””id on the hilt of his sword.
Highway robbers are brought before
him and he hears the charge. Then he
says one of two things— “Bekoushld,”
•and they. cut their throats, or “Gagara
It is gensrally supposed that pneu-
monia is due to the accidental penetra-
tion of specific microbes- into the svs-
tem, but the observations of M. Jaccond,
a French student of the subject, show
that the disease really results from the
development under favorable conditions
of microbio germs permanently present
in the system. A chief condition of
such development is a sudden chill,
which explains the frequent coincidence
of luug affections with abrupt changes
of temperature.
sHSa-aSS
BUM to any addre-, poatpald. DOSE ONE BEAN. Sold by 4nEuuT^
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A Huge Electric Battery,
In erecting the great Statne of
Libej^r, two things had to be con-
sidered that seem very trifling, and yet,
-if neglected, might destroy the statne
in one day, or oanse it to crumble
slowly to pieces. One is the sun, the
other is the sea breeze. Either of
these could destroy the great copper
figure, and something must be done to
prevent such a disaster. The heat of
the sun would expand the metal and
pull it out of shape, precisely as it does
pull the Brooklyn Bridge out of shape
every day. The bridge is made in four
parts, and when they expand with the
neat of the sun they glide one past the
other, and no harm is done. The river
span rises and fills day and night, as
heat and cold alternate. The great
copper statue is likewise in two parts,
the frame-work of iron and the copper








fastened together they can move one
over the other. Each bolt will slip a
trifle as the copper expands in the hot
August sunshine, and slide back again
when the freezing winds blow and the
vast figure shrinks together in the cold.
Besides this, the copper surface is so
thin and elastic that it will bend
slightly when heated, yet keep its gen-
eral shape.
The salt air blowing in from the sea
has thin fingers and a bitter, biting
tongue. If it finds a crack where it can
creep in between the copper surface
and the iron skeleton, there will be
trouble at once. These metals do not
agree together, and where there is salt
moisture in the air they seem to quarrel
more bitterly than ever. It seems that
every joining of points of copper and
iron makes a tiny battery, and so faint
shivers of electricity would run through
all the statue, slowly corroding and
eating it into dust. This curious, silent,
and yet sure destruction must be pre-
vented, and so every joint throughout
the statue, wherever copper touches
iron, must be protected with little rags
stuffed between the metals to keep
them from quarreling. It is the same
wherever two different metals touch
each other. Imagine what a tremend-
ous battery the Liberty would make,
with its tons of copper surface and mon-
strous skeleton of iron. However, a
little care prevents all danger, as pro-
vision will be made, of course, for k
ing the metals from touching <
otter.— “The Bartholdi Statue,” by
Charles Barnard, in SL Nicholas,
Less than half a bottle of Dr. Bull’s
Cough Syrop cured me of a severe bron-
chial aflection. H. 8. Hodson,
46 Hanover St., Baltimore, Md.
Don’t 1— If a dealer offers you a bottle o'
Salvation Oil without labels or wrappers,
or in a mutilated or defaced package, don't
touch rt— don’t buy it at any price. Ins5«t
upon getting eperfed, unbroken, genuine
package. Price 25 cents a bottle.
American. .
Lord Coleridge, while in Philadel-
phia, gave a few words of advice to
some Quaker boys as to the authors
that thev should read in order to form
their habits of thought and their style.
The opinion of this great jurist will
probably surprise many of our readers.
Among poets, Shakespeare, Milton and
Wordsworth, in his estimation, came
first, then Grav and Keats; of prose
writers, first Bolingbroke, then “the
greatest advocate since Cicero, Lord
Erskine,” Burke, Hooker and Bacon.
Among our own writers, the English-
man named Daniel Webster, Bryant
and “our greatest writer, Nathaniel
Hawthorne,” declaring that they were
to be preferred before all others, “be-
cause they were distinctively American,
expressing nobly and simply the char-
acteristics of their own country. Mr.
Longfellow, although a sweet and true
poet, might have been English, French
or Italian; he was not American.”
Whither we agree with this eminent
critic or not, it is worthy of attention
that he considers the fact tlrat a book
is distinctively American in spirit and
style the best recommendation to
Americans; while we are too apt to
value our own writers just in propor-
tion as they resemble some English
classic.
It was observed, too, that at the last
exhibition of pictures by our artists in
the Parisian salons, those were most
admired which portrayed national sub-
jects— a group of Indians against the
blue sky of the West; a negro’s hut;
some Southern children among the
live oaks of Louisiana. The number-
less “Breton peasants,” “Italian beg*
fcars,” etc., etc., were passed without
tnotiqp.
’ ‘ Our artist8_ are slow in learning that
no imitative art or literature has ever
been strong or success ful. It was only
when Germany cefted to ape France
that she gave the*world Goethe and
Jean - Paul, and when Russia spoke in
her own tongue of her own people,
Pushkin and Tourgenieff took their
place among the great mnsters of the
pen.
Other nations recognize the fact that
the native American has a character of
his own qnite distinct from that of his
English, Scotch or French ancestor; a
character which deserves expression in
art, literature and manners. It is time
that we saw this also, and by respect-
ing ourselves, commanded more respect
from others.— ybtrih’s Companion,
The United ̂ States has to bear up
under the infliction of sixty or more
humorists. Only a few of them, how-
ever, are the genuine article.— Car
PreUel's .Weekly,
Love has to shoot but a single arrow,
and straightway we charge the universe
with hope, end dewdrops become
opals.
The last "f his race— the distance<
horse.
ETC., ETC.,
Always have a large assort-
ment of Goods on hand.
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
eirengtn and wholeiomenese. Store economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low lest, short
weight alum or phosphate powdera . Bold only in
cana. Rovai. Baking Pqwdsh Co., 1W Wall Bt.,
New York. 56-48w.
We make a Specialty
of Custom Work.
You Need
The most effective medicine, for the care
of aay serious ailment. If you are suf-
fering from Scrofula, General Debility,
Stomach, Liver, or Kidney diseases, try
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla —the safest, best, and
most economical blood purifier in use.
For many vears I was troubled with
a Liver ana Kidney complaint. Hearing
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla very highly recom-
mended, I decided to try it, and nave done
so with the most satisfactory results. I
am convinced that Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is
The Best Remedy
ever compounded, fpr diseases caused by
impure blood.— Edward W. Richardson,
Milwaukee, Wls.
I have found Ayer’s Sarsaparilla a more
effectual remedy, in the ulcerous forms of
Scrofula, than any other we possess.—
James Lull, M. D., Potsdam, N. Y.
I have taken, within the past year, sev-
eral bottles of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and
find it admirably adapted to the needs of
an impoverish^ system. As a blood
purifier, and as a tonic, I am convinced
that this wonderful preparation has no
equal.— Charles C. Dame, Pastor Congre-
gational Church, Andover, Me.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell. Maw.
Bold by all DruggiaU. Price $1 ; alx boUlee, |5.
-REPAIRING'
Neatly and promptly executed.
VAN DUREN BROS.
Three doors east of Post-office.
Hollan.d Mick, April 13, 1887. 18-tf.
OH I MY BACK!
MACKINAC.
Summer Tours.
Palaoe Steamers. Low Batea
Trip* per Week Between
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
•U Irnaoe, Cheboygan, Alpena. Harrievllle.
IS. (Batr. Oakland Hor^MartaeOLtr.
very Week Day Between
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
BpeotoiSandey Tripe during Jnly and Aegmt.
OUft ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS
Bates and Bxounlon Tlekete wtti be fomiabed
by your Ticket Agent, or eddress
£; B. WHITCOMB, Gen'l Paw. Agent,
Detroit & Cleveland Steam NtVe Co._ DETROIT, MICH.
J. H. NilMnk,
Proprietor of Ninth Street
Liter;, Sale, and Feed
STABLE,
I have addea to my basiness that of
UNDERTAKING
and keep conttantly on band
CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC.
Good Horaei and Carriage* of all kinds and a
flret-clase Hearse for fnnerals^tau be obtained at
my placeof boaineas.
Attention and courteous treatment can be re-
lied upon.
Thankful for past favors 1 ask a continuance
of same. J. H. NIBBELINK.
Holland, Mich., January 20, 1887.
inf
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im. HILL’S
ENGLISH BUCHU
la One of the Beat
Kidney
INVESTIGATORS IN U8E.®^
WUl core all dittatr* of th« Kldorji, Bladder, Irritation of
the Neck of the Bladder, BurnioR Urine, Oleet, Gonorrhoea In
all lu itaxet. Mocooi Discharge., Coogenlon of the Kidney .,
Brick Doit Depo.lt DlabeW., InQamnatlon of lb. Kidney,
and Bladder, Drop.; of Kldne;., Add Urine, Blood; Urine,
PAIN IN THE BACK, Retention of Urine, Preqoent Urina-
tion, G ravel In all It. form., Inabillt; to Retain the Water,
partieularl; Id perron, advanced In life. IT IS A KIDNKT
INVESTIGATOR that re.tnre. the Urine to It. nataral color,
remote, the «eld and baroing. and the effect of the eueutv.
bm of Intoxicating drink.
PRICE. SI \ Three Bottles for ta.60*
Delivered free of an; ehvgti.
•3T Send for Circular. gold by all DroggifU,
W. JOHNSTON A CO.,
gou Aenm. DETROIT, IOCS.
For Sale by Tates & Kane.
27-10moe.
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Is a complete newspaper in all that
constitutes the best type of American
Joarnallsm. It Is a member of the
Associated Press, and is the only 2-
eent morning paper in Chicago that
possesses this first essential to a com-
plete news service. In addition it has
Its own private leased wires connect-
ing its office with Washington and
New York. It prints all the skws. 1
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Is an Independent paper. It recog-
nizes the utility of political parties as
means for the accomplishment of
proper ends, but it deciines to regard
any mere party as a fit suoject for un-
questioning adoration. It Is unbiased
in its presentation of political news.
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Is a “short-and-to-the-polnt” paper.
It leaves to the “blanket-sheets” the
monopoly of tiresome and worthless
amplification. It says all that is to
he said In the shortest possible man-
ner. It is a paper for busy people.
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Now prints and sells ovor 175,000 .
copies per day— a larger circular •
tlon than that of all the other Chicago
dallies combined. Sold by ail new*
dealers at two cents per oopy. Mailed
to any address, postage prepaid, for
six dollars per year, or for a shorter
term at rate of fifty cents per month.
Address Victor F. Lawson, Publisher
The DAILY NEWS, 128 Fifth Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
The Chicago Weekly News
Eight pages, 64 columns, is the largest
dollar weekly in America
1ft
Afob Street, Pbllad’a, Pa.'
A . WELL-TRIED TREATMENT^
F«r COHItumoa, astjuu, BBOICSITIS, DTIPinii/
CATABBB, HAT VBTn, BIADACHB, DEBILITY, RHKU-
. iiTUa» MCHAMIA Md an Ckronl. ud K«mu DUor.* -« *—^11
• “THBCOBMEKD 0X188* TBBATHBXT* Dn. Stark.*
S PkLn, *., lltt Alth Btmt, Pblltd.lphU, k.T* feM Bring
tar Im tail M.Mtowi jntn, ta  MtaaOl. idjutatat *f tk.
•Uanta *f OsygM ud IIIthm nagnctUwd. ud tk.
M«HU« ta .0 •O.d.u.d Md Md. porUbli U*t U b Hat
•U «T« U* norld. . ,
Bn. STARK IT k PAIKI kiv. tk. Uk«rty to rof.r U> tb.
tallo*1i|-iia»d will-known peraoei who bat. tried their
Tmtauti
MO*. WB. D. KELLEY, Iwnbir of Co.groM, Philadelphia.
BBT. VICTOR L. COS RAD, Editor of tho U therm Ob-
oomr, PUltdilpkia.
BET. CHABLES W. CCSHIKO, D. Dn Bo.ho.Ur, K. T. i
BO*. WB. PENS HIXOR, Editor latrr.Owu, Chicago, HI,
1EV, A. W, BOOBB, Editor Tk. Ctat.nar;, Uneatt.r, 8. C. i
W. B, WOBTMKGTQB, Editor E.w Sooth, Blnnlaghani, Ala,
BUDGE H. P. V BOOB A*, qao.tao, Kao.
BIS. KART A. LITEHRORB, BelroM, laauchuotb.
1CMI R. 8, T00RBIE1, Row York Clt;.
R. K. C. BRIGHT, Philadelphia.
BR. PRANK BIDDALL, Ber.haat, Philadelphia.
BOR. W. W. SCKl'TLBR, latte., Pa.
EDWARD t. WltfOR, US Broadw.;, R. T* Ed. PUla*
adatpkia Photographer.
YIDELtA B. LYON, WbImm, Hawaii, Sandwich bland..
ALEXARDER RITCHIE. Invar.cM, BeotUod.
HRS. HAHl'KL T. ORTEGA, Vraealllo, Eaeatrea^ Hexleo.'
HRS. KBRA COOPER. Utllla, BpaeUb llondaraa, Central
America.
J. COBB, 0. & Ylee-Coniat, Catablutn, Soroceo.
H. T. AIHBROOK, M Bl.r, Cal.
E1RK8T TCRRER, Kenlngham. England.
JACOB WARD, Bowral, hew Suulli Wataa.
And tboutaad. of olher* In eter; part of tkr
United States
“COBfOURD OXTGEX— It. Bod. of Artie* end RetnlU,**
b tho tltlo of a n.w hroehnrt of two hundred pigri, pnhll.h.d
by Dr». Starke; * Pole., whlrh ghn to oil b«,oir«n full
brmullou m to thl. rrmnrholile eurotlte ogrnt aod a record
•f aovoral huodred .urprMnc rore. In a wide range of chroalt
•aeM-mao; of then after being ahnndoned to dlo h; other
phnlrlant. Alto u COBIOtM) OXTOtK-It. Origin ud
Development," an Intere-llng hook of one hundred pig...
Bath or either will he mailed free to on; addreee on applW
I* tlon. Read the b roe ho re I
DRS. STARKEY A PALEN,
ts*7 *t 15M Arch Street, MiUaitu., Pm.
URGAIHS!
Tho best of bargains in
Furniture, Wall Paper,
CAR/IFETS,
Picture Frames, and Oil
Paintings,









BEST $3.00 SHOE 1
in the city, always on hand.
I have the Celebrated
GRAY BEOS.’ SHOE
for Ladies. Call and see them.
Repairing promptly and
neatly done.
' NO. 46, EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.
Holland. Mich., Oct. 20, 1886.
J. FLIEMAN
Manufactures and sells the
BEST WAGONS
AND BUGGIEE.
I have recently commenced the mannfactnre of
Health is Wealth! Platform, Combination &
Express Wagons,
Dr. E. C. Wrbt’b Nerve ahd Braih Trbat-
msrt, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, DIeeI-
ness, Convulsions, Fits. Nervnns Neuralgia, Head-
ache, Nervous Prostration caused by the use of
alcohol or tobacco. Wakefulness, Mental Deprea-
s'on, Softening of the Braih resulting In Insanity
and loading to misery, decay and death, Prema-
ture Old Age, Barrenness, Loss of power In either
sex, Involuntary Losses and Spermatorrhaa
caused by over-exertion of the brain, self-abuse or
over-indulgence, Each box contains one month’s
treatment. fit.OOaJ>ox, or -six boxes for $5.00,
sent by mall prepaid on receipt of price.
WE GUARANTEE SIX BOXES
To enre any case. With each order received by ub
for six boxes, accompanied with |5.00, we will
lend the purchaser onr written guarantee to re-
fuad the money If the treatment does not effectMSI; *
To which I Invite tile attention of all who desire
Jgbt and durable watons.
r I desire also to call the attention of all owners of
fast horses in thia vicinity to the toct that I have
procured the assistance ox one of the beat horse-
sboers In the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work In that line, both with steel
or Iron shoes either of band or machine make. I
believe th« all should patronlje home trade when
they can boas wen served, and I wouM ask that
all give me a good trial before taking their work
elsewhere.
„ * I alio mannfactnre
and have them constantly on band.
Highest price paid for all
hinds of Furs.
Hollahd. Mich. Jan. !8, 1887.
J. FLIflMAN.
Examination of Toaohen.
The Board of School Examiners for the Connty
of Ottawa will meet aa follows for the examina-
tion of those desiring a teacher’s certificate ;
At HoUtaai City, Anguat 17,
At Oread Hayen, Angiut 24,
At C— fofTille, Sept. 15.
Each examination Is to commence at 9 o'clock
a. m. sharp and to be held at the school room at
each place, or some other snltahle room.
Only third grade certificates will be granted at
these examinations,
By Order of Board of School Examiners.27-6L A. W. TAYLOR, Sec’y.
GRAHAM i MORTON TRANSPOR-
TATIONIICOMPANY.
BETWEEN
Union Bark, SI Jotejli, ani Chicago
The elegant new Steamfera
Puritan and. Lora
will leave Benton Harbor daily at 1:30
and 8 o’clock p. m., and St. Joseph at 8
and 10 p. m., except Saturdays at 10 p. m.
and Sundays at 8 p. m. Sunday’s boats
at 6 a. m. and 7 and 10 p. m. Returning
will leave Chicago, foot of Wabash Ave.,
dally at 9 a. m. 11:80 p. m., except Satur-
days and Sundays. Saturday’s boats leave
at 7 and 11 :80 p. m. Sunday’s boats leave
at 10 a. m. and 11:80 p. m. The new
steamer Puritan waits at Joseph for the
fast train from the north every afternoon.
Passengers taking the afternoon steamer
will arrive in Chicago by 7 p. m. and save
money over the all rail route. No charge
for transferrlag baggage. Try this new
line.
J. B. MORTON. J. H. GRAHAM,
Sec’y aid Treas. Prest.
— OF-
Wm.Verbeek
in the old postoffice building on
Eighth Street.
CALL AND SEE US AND LEARN
OUR PRICES.
We keep everything kept in
a first-class store and it
is no trouble to show
our stock.
WM. VERBEEK.
Holland, Mich., May 19, 1887. 16-lyr.
(500 REWARD !
Wo will pay the above reward for any case of
liver complaint, dyapepsia, rick headache, in-
diceaUon. constipation or costlveneae we cannotctJe'wfth when the
dlwctlona are strictly complied with. They are
purely vegetable, and never fall to give aatla-
factlou. LarL'e boxes containing 80 sugar coated
pills, 25c. For sale by all drnagiiti. Beware of
counterfeits and Imitations. ’The Kennlne mann-
factored only by JOHN C. WEST & CO., 862 W.
Madison street, Chicago, III.
$1
1 3 WeelsLS
States for three months on receipt of
QNE DOLLAR.
* Liberal discount allowed to poitmaiters, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free,
Addreatill orders to , ,y ,
RICHARD K FOX,
Franklin Square N Y
J. ALBERTI, UNDERTAKER,
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.
_________ . ptlyattended to at the
Tame rate as those in the fcitjv
BTJXbXA.14 SHIROTJDS. -A.X,3j SIZES.
m
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